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Spring has sprung
I-
-
.-
-
' Jennifer Hill '01 andAndrea Thomas
College set
RyanDansak
Next semester a bagpipe instruc-
tor will finally be hired by the Col-
lege. "Over the past 50 years there
; have been several requests put in for
an instructor," explained Brian7
Pykstra, chair of the music depart-
ment - -- ' ;"" '; .- -
'';.Currently, the bagpipers. must
teach themselves or look upon vet-
eran players for instruction. "The
students do' an excellent job on their
own. but they can only do so much,"
' said pykstra. "The addition of an
instructor should take diem another
level higher.'. ' '
-- Not only should the quality of
. bagpipers increase, but die actual
number of students who come to the
College to play should also grow.
Currently there are approximately
20 students who play the bagpipes;
V The Theatre Department
will present 'The Tempest" to
night, Friday and Saturday.
Tickets are available at the box
office and performances begin
at 8:15 p.m..; .--.
'
y-r.-
,
.
'Oftake advantage ofthe nice weather and study in the Holden courtyard. '
to hire first pipe instuctor
' about 15 pipers participate in the
Fighting Scot Marching Band,
seven in Wooster's Concert Band
and several in both. The next few ;"
years should see that number gradu- - '
; ally enlarge with the addition of the.
'new instructor. "Considering mat
'. there are only around five schools
that actually teach the bagpipes, the
number of students who play the
.
bagpipes should slightly increase
because of the new addition," said
Dykstra. '.'V.'. "' " .'".
'
"It's about time, said John Marks
'98, a veteran band member at the
College. They have instructorsrfor
every other instrument, they should
have one for the pipes too."
The pipers play at all the major
functions from alumni dinners tome
recent Cokecommercial," explained
John Pollack 99, a member of the
Pipe Band. They bring a lot of
- V WVN and Habitat for
Humanity will co-spon- sor
"Absolut Volunteer: Do it the
Hahjtat Way" in Scheide at 7:30
p.m. Friday.
V ECOS wiD sponsor a walk 1
to Spangler Park for lunch Sat-
urday. Mark Weaver will also
iceAmerica's Oldest Weekly College Newspaper
again. . .
.
. - St--
-'
V
money into the College; it is only
.fair that the school finally give
something back to the pipers."
.'v'-- Pollack does not immediately
expect to see drastic improvements
in the Pipe Band, but he does ex- -,
pect that within a few years there
will be some noticeable enhance-
ments." "What I expect to see in the
next five years is a much more or-
ganized bagpipe band," said Pol-
lack. The new instructor will ba-- "
sically take a lot of the pressure and
stress off of the present bagpipe
.
band members," he added. "The .
new instructor should eliminate a
lot of the organizing and manag-
ing that the older pipers now take
care of." . .. ; ..
.
- Applications are currently being
accepted for the position and the
administration hopes to hire some-
one by the start ofnext school year.
It It II IM
V SAB is taking a trip to
Cleveland on Saturday to see
."Beauty and the Beast" Tickets
are $35 and available at Lowry
Front Desk. -
.
- give a talk at 1 p.m. at the park. - -- " - ; :
News: Commencement speaker named, pane 3
1
Viewpoints: Election debate continues, page. 4 :'f
Features: Talkin trash witH StcvetTrash, page 7 "...
A&E: Tempest preview-exclusive- , page 10'-
-' .; - 5
' Sports: Golfers conquer 'Woo : Invitational,' page 1 Z:
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Council approves budget
Money earmarkedfor
Dan Shortridge
Campus Council approved its an-
nual budgettotaling $125,870
worth of funds, at its Tuesdaylneat-in- g
after very little debate. The bud-
get was approved by a unanimous
vote and includes funding for sev-
eral
.
student groups. Not included
was funding for the not-yet-form- ed
Club Sports Council because "we
wanted to wait until the Council was
in existence," according to Budget -
Committee Chairman and College
Accounting Supervisor John'.
Plummer. However, the committee
did earmark $3,000 for the CSO
first year in operation.
In other business. Council ap-
proved a recommendation from the
. Judicial Committee on the subject
of the campus smoking policy. By
a unanimous vote, the group decided .
to send a recommendation to Presi
Club Sports Council
dent Hales that the last sentence in
the current policy, reading "Enforce-
ment of smoking regulations shall
be by moral suasion," be deleted.
Judicial Committee Chair and As-
sistant Dean of Students Carolya
Buxton stated that this recommea- -
dation was a "first step in the direc-
tion that enforcement methods be ,
included." However, "we're leav-
ing it open right now, taking it step-by-ste- p,"
she added. Only Hales can
change the current policy, Buxton
reminded Council members. "He
could reject it right now and that
would be it"
In light of the fact that next week's
meeting will mark Council's last
gathering for the academic year, --
Council Chair Rorie Harris '99
promised to have a complete re-
port to Council on the status of .
charters which Council has not yet
reviewed.
't :
$4(Kr : :
$9,350
$4,050
$1,305
$1,275
$1,250
$3,010'
$4,100
$850
$2,400
$17,500
$46,485
$12,650
$3,550
51,315- -
CI,-
- JfT Ccvx;. :
Judicial Board . . ' :
,
Black Students-Associatio- n .
(including carryover from 1997-98- )
Black Womens Organization ! S j
. Environmental Concerns of Students
HillelatWooster- - '
Images Program ; -- " ,7-""u- -!
International Students Association
.Men ofHarambee v y -
Newman Catholic Student Association
Outdoor Club . , '
.
Publications Committee : " ;
Student Activities Board .
Student Government Association "
UJAMAA
V
.
' V. U.M.
.
V Security will hold
campus vehicle registrar
tion for next year in Lowry
Tuesday through Thursday. Cost
is $10 per semester and students
should bring their vehicle regis-
tration with them!
News
Page 2
National
:. The "Los Angeles Times" published an article Wednesday, claiming
that a heavily armed bank robber, killed
last year by being shot 29 times, was
instead of being taken to a hospital. According to the report, me police
and paramedics first thought that Emil Matasareanu, 30, was dead and
then delayed calling an ambulance.
chief of emergency medicine at the
les Medical Center, Matasareano could have survived had he received
"standard emergency care" in a timely fashion. Morgan claims this af
ter reviewing Matasareanu's autopsy report- - The police and fire offi-
cials have vehemently denied this claim, as well as the Time's recon-
struction of the shoot-o-ut The Times, which won a Pulitzer Prize for its
coverage of the Feb. 28, 1997 gunbattle, has said that the official ver-
sion of events does not match 'their reconstruction based on police and
fire radio transmissions, internal reports, videotape footage, photographs
and witness interviews. 'Matasareanu and accomplice, Larry Eugene
Phillips Jr., 26, held up a Bank of America while wearing body armor
and carrying automatic weapons.' In
the bank robbers and police, 16 people were wounded including 1 1 of-
ficers. Matasareann bled to death and Phillips shot himself in the head.
A civil rights law suit against die
Matasareanu's two children, and attorney Stephen Yagman has bled
another against the Fire Department paramedics, claiming that they con
spired with the police to kill Matasareanu. -
Also in Los Angeles on Wednesday, Secretary-Gener- al of the United
Nations Kofi Annan spoke to 2,200 members of the Los Angeles World
Affairs Council and the Town Hall of Los Angeles, to both of which
belong a collection of the city's elite
ares. The purpose ofAnnan's talk was
and to gather financial support for the
is currently cash-strappe- d. At a ceremony earlier in the day. Annan
named former basketball star Magic Johnson a messenger of peace,
enlisting him in the U-N.- 's cause. After the speech, Annan served as the
guest of honor at a reception in Beverly Hills, hosted by Jack Valenti,
president of the Motion Picture Association of America. Among the
guest lists for the days events were entertainers Steve Allen, Karl Maiden.
Tony Curtis, Robert Stack, Jacqueline Bisset, James Woods and Michael
York, media mogul Rupert Murdoch, TV producer Merv Griffin and
movie producer Jerry Weintraub. 'Annan explained to the press that the
LA trip was part of an overall effort, to gain support not only from
governments, but from businesses, non-governme- ntal organizations, and
individuals. Annan said, if the public realizes how the UJi.
impacts on their daily lives, what the U.N. and its agencies are doing to
make this world a better place, I think they will support us." Annan also
talked about his hopes that public support would influence anti-U.- N.
Republicans in Congress, and how the U.S. owes die U.N. $1 .3 billion
in dues, leaving the organization technically bankrupt. "We are being
held hostage by the United States
'Ijehnaiionajl'
Last Friday, the VS. government approved a plan to broadcast ra-
dio programs in Farsi into Iran, despite threats that it could damage the
delicate relations between the two countries. Despite Iran's warnings
that it would be counter-producti- ve to the gradual thawing of American-Irania- n
relations, Radio Free EuropeRadio Liberty now has the permis-sio- n
to broadcast two hours of mostly local news into Iran daily starting
next September, with the duration expanding to six hours next year. Tom
Dine, president of Radio Free EuropeRadio Liberty said after the an
nouncement: "We believe the listening
an unbiased public affairs program."
Tehran said. These kinds of activities show more contradictions be--
tween words and actions of U.S. officials toward the Islamic Republic
of Iran.- - This is a return back to the former policies of the United States."
- compiled by Brian J. McFillen
by Los Angeles police officers
left to bleed to death for an hoar
According to Dr. Marshall Morgan.
University of California, Los Ange
the gunbattle that ensued between
police has been filed on behalf of
including show business fig- -
to help boost the UJ.'s image.
international organization, which
over domestic issues in the United
audience of Iran needs and wants
After word leaked out about the
wUh information from CNN Online
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Students seek peace
If !I IPk
Students participate in the web of life.
James Allardice
The second annual Peace and Jus-
tice Week kicked off on Monday
with Interconnections Day. Peace
and Justice Week, in its second year,
is meant to "celebrate the earth and
its people"
"It is a collaborative effort from
ECOS, Pueblo de Esperanza, WVN
Wooster Volunteer Network,
PeacelJy Peace, Students for a Free
Tibet and Amnesty International,"
Kathleen Reynolds '99 said. "We
are trying to bring ideas to the cam-
pus and bring topics of social jus-
tice to the forefront"
As part of the week-lon- g celebra-
tion, each day has been assigned a
theme. Monday was "Interconnec-
tions Day" featuring the start of
WVN's Hunger Fast and political
science professor Jeff Lantis speak-
ing on the "Local and Global Im-
plications of Hunger."
Tuesday, Corporations Day, was
highlighted by Greg Coleridge of
the American Friends Service Com-
mittee in Akron, who spoke on
"Corporations and Justice."
Wednesday was Earth Day, an
internationally-recognize- d celebra-
tion. Earth Day featured an open
forum with the Environmental Task
Force, providing students the oppor-
tunity to discuss the environmental
situation on campus with people
who make policy decisions.
Today is "Governments Day,"
highlighted by a forum on
landmines. Joy Marshall will talk
about the threat that landmines pose
to global peace at 7 p.m. in Lean '
Lecture HalL WVN is sending out
teams of volunteers to collect
canned food on-cam- pus as well as
in the Wooster community. Friday .
will be a day of celebration. At 4
p.m. in Lowry Pit, people can see
what the world would look like if it
was reduced to 100 people. Friday
at 10 p.m. there will be a dance at
Photo by Elise Beccheti
the Underground with the band
Oroboros.
The week concludes on Saturday
morning with the "March for Parks"
at 10 p.m. People will march to
Spangler Park, eat lunch and politi-
cal science Professor Mark Weaver
will discuss industrial pollution.
Bhavana Mody 99, who helped
organize the Week said, "We see this
week as providing the campus with
a somewhat general, yet big mes-
sage, addressing the world's injus-
tices and what we as students can
do about these issues."
All week long the Art Wall in
Lowry features different pieces of
art pertaining to the week. "We have
gotten a lot of positive reaction
from the art wall," Reynolds said.
The art wall features articles,
quotes, pictures, posters and paint-
ings from students and activities
fom around he world. Peace and
Justice Week was started last year
by Pueblo de Esperanza, and this
year has expanded to include other
organizations.
"Last year only five to six people
worked on it," Reynolds said. "This
year we have a lot more people in-
volved in the organization and hope
that translates into an increase in
student participation.
"We are trying to emphasize the
interconnection between Peace and
Justice Week and Earth Day. .So, it
just made sense to combine the ef
forts," Reynolds said. This is aboutM
connections connecting iss ues
connecting art, poetry, speakers, dis
cussions, music, walking while
trying to cut to the heart of what we
feel is truly important: the injustices
carried out against the poor, people
of color, the oppressed and the en-
vironment here in this country and
around the world. So far things have
been going well."
compiled with information from
Kim Sigalqffand Bilal Zuberi
Drilling
for oil iii
Spangler
Petiton started
James Allardice
Students from Wooster High
School and the College are work
ing to raise awareness about the
possibility of oil drilling in
Spangler Park. On Monday, stu-
dents and community members
voiced their concerns about the
proposed drilling at a Wooster City
Council meeting. The city owns '
the park, while the Spangler fam-
ily owns the mineral rights to a
portion of the park. Spangler Park
is located west of the College.
The City Council is considering
the construction of three drills, a
road for access and an oil tanker
going out an estimated every six
hours.
"Students, faculty, high school
students and other community
members are concerned about
noise and how it will impact ecol-
ogy and how it will draw value
away from its use for the commu-
nity," Sarah Skelly '99 said.
According to Skelly, "A petition
is being circulated throughout the
community to support preserving
he park for recreational and edu-
cational use by the community."
Skelly said any revenue they get
if they strike oil would go back to
the park. But there is no plan for
revenue if they do not strike oil.
There is an amendment, which, if
approved, would direct more rev-
enue toward Spangler Park.
"Another council meeting will
be held Monday, May 4, af 8 p.m.
in the Municipal Building," Skelly
said. "Everyone is encouraged to
attend to show support for Wooster
parks and ask questions." In ad-
dition, students from the College
and the high school are planning
to hold an open forum later.
EVERY WOMAN'S HOUSE
If you have been
sexually
or a survivor of
any sexual abuse
and are interested in a
supportive, creative and healing
support group, call Every
Woman's House 330-263-60- 21
& ask for Claire.
The Survivor Support Group is
strictly confidental.
You are not alone. Call for
more information and the
support you deserve.
r
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Earth Day celebrated on campus
Wooster students raise awareness ofenvironmental issues
by incorporating local, global themes ofpreservation
David Lohr
One of the highlights of the Peace,
Justice and Earth Week is Earth Day.
The main event of the day was an
open-foru- m meeting on the lawn in
front of Lowry with the Environ-
mental Task
Force, followed One oftheby a drum circle goals is toby McGaw.
According to the College
Kathleen investments
task force's
encourage
tofocus its
on
Reynolds '99, a organizations
member of ECOS .. mentallyiu.
policies.and Pueblo deEsperanza, the
task force is a
group of staff, faculty and adminis-
trators in charge of Colkgepolicy on
environmental issues. "They de-
cided to hold an open forum to get
some campus feedback," said
Reynolds, "what students see as
important issues, like water use,
electricity, recycling, and other re-
source use issues."
One of the task force's goals is to
SGA discusses election reform,
cable TV and Security problems
Jamie Mapes
At last night's SGA meeting ad-
ditions were made to the election
guidelines and the security commit-
tee released their yearlong report.
Vice President for Student Affairs
Jen Buckley '99 has spent the year
compiling a list of security com-
plaints and then talking to Director
of Security Joe Kirk about them. Her
report includes Kirk's answers to
these questions, the number of
propped doors for each week mishear
- and the number of incidents reported
to security this year. "We will be post-
ing copies around campus and put-
ting them at the Lowry front desk
for students to see," said Buckley.
Among Buckley's findings were
that the doors on emergency phones
are being removed, partly because
of SGA's lobbying, and that Kirk is
looking into a shorter, easier num-
ber for security. "He Kirk said he
is looking into a different number
or else getting magnets or stickers
with the number on it so students
will have easier access," said
Buckley.
Vice President of Special Ser-
vices and Special Projects Sarah
Weimann .'99 reported on SGA
summer storage. "I am thinking
that we will take stuff for storage
encourage the College to focus its
investments on organizations with
more environmentally friendly
policies. Last Monday marked the
beginning of Peace, Justice and
Earth Week, a week focused on the
state of our environment and what
we can do to im-
prove it. The
week was orga-
nized by Envi-
ronmental Con-
cerns Of Stu- -
with more dents (ECOS).
! ?.. Peace bv Peace.
Pueblo de
Esperanza,
.
the
Wooster blunteer
Network, Amnesty International and
theSGA.
One tactic being used to help
spread information is' guerrilla the-
ater. "We pop up in places like
Lowry and in front of Kauke, and
do skits to act out the issues," said
Amanda Cook '00, co-facilita- tor of
ECOS.
According to Sarah Skelly, co-f- a
on May 2. Small storage will be
$5 arid large will be $10," said
Weimann. Posters will be put up
advertising the exact times and lo-
cations where items can be
dropped off.
Election ad hoc chair Jacque Gray
'00 made a motion to pass the
changes to the election guidelines
that had been passed out at the pre-
vious meeting. The major changes,
as a"result of the last election, in-
clude the addition of "ballots
which have a disqualified or un--
.
qualified candidate written in will
only have the position in which the
name appears thrown out" ' 'J
The need for run-o- ff s was also
addressed, with the new addition
calling for the top three candidates
to be included if a second election
is necessary. "This way someone
will get 30 percent, but the students
have the most amount of choice,?
said Gray.
The changes were' passed and
Gray's committee was then dis-
banded. The weight room ad hoc
was also discontinued after chair
suss.
cilitator of ECOS, the goal of this
week is "to bring awareness to a
lot of environmental and social is-
sues that normally don't get a lot
of attention that people should be
aware of.
. "We wanted to integrate all these
issues together," said Skelly. "The
more integrated they are, the more
impact on people they'll have."
. So far the week has been a suc-
cess. "We've had a good turnout so
far. .We've done really well at the
table. The petitions have been very
successful, especially for Spangler
Park. People are really responding,"
Skelly said.
The City of Wooster is currently
considering leasing a portion of the
park to an oil company, which will
set up three pumps on the edge of the
park. There is a march to raise money
for the park this Saturday, leaving
from Lowry at 10 a.m. "I want to en-
courage everyone to come to the
march. It will be good fun, and will
show our appreciation for the park,"
said Skelly.
Ryan Dansak '00 reported that the
goal of "having the hours extended
one hour earlier and one hour later"
had been reached.
Housing ad hoc co-ch-air Molly'
Hilger '99 reported on her attempts
to speak with Director of Residen-
tial Life Dwayne Davis about cable
TV. "He basically told me the peti-
tion was a waste of time and that we
needed to go to Stan Hales with
the cost"
Davis quoted Hilger a price of
$24,000 for initial set-u- p and then a
$12,000 fee each year there after.
"Unfortunately, the board of trust-
ees was told that it would cost
$120,000," said Hilger.
It was decided that a letter regard-
ing the petition and apparent cam-
pus interest in cable TV would be
sent to Hales. "I don't really thirik
that it will work out for this year,"
said Hilger. "But maybe we can do
something about next year."
With no new business before
them, SGA adjourned until next
week, which will be the final meet-
ing of the semester.
Thomas Pollard named ;
Commencement speaker
Jamie Mapes
Thomas D. Pollard, president of
the Salk Institute for
.
Biological
Studies, will give the main address
at commencement on May 1 1. Art-
ist Emma Amos will also be granted
an honorary doctorate of fine arts,
along with the 331 students slated
to receive bachelor of art degrees.
- Pollard, who became the Salk
Institute's ninth president in July
1 996, is a respected and widely cited
authority on the molecular basis of
cell movements. He discovered and
characterized proteins that power
the cellular movements and main-
tain cellular structure for which he
received the 1996 Rosensteil Medi-
cal Research Award from Brandeis
University. Pollard is also an elected
member of the National Academy
of Sciences of the United States.
Before being named president of
the Salk Institute, Pollard was a pro-
fessor and director of the Department
of Cell Biology and Anatomy at the ,
John Hopkins University Medical
School for 19 years. He was also the
founding director of the university's
-- graduate program in cellular and mo-
lecular medicine. In 1 992, Pollard led --
the reorganization of the university's
medical curriculum. Before joining
the faculty at John Hopkins, Pollard
taught at Harvard Medical School.
Pollard earned his bachelor's degree
from Pomona College in 1 964 and his
M.D. from Harvard Medical School
in 1968.
Amos is a member of the faculty at
the Mason Gross School of the Arts
at Rutgers University. Her work is
displayed in more than 30 museums
and art collections around the world,
including the Library of Congress.
Amos 's first retrospective exhibi-
tion, "Emma Amos Paintings and
Tri GEM Ltd.
Mini Storage
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Courtesy News Services
Thomas Pollard, president ofSalk
Prints 1982-92- ," was curated by
Thalia Gouma-Peterso- n, professor of
art and director of the College of
Wooster Art Museum, and was shown
at Wooster during 1993-9-4. in connec-
tion with this exhibition, Amos ad-
dressed the 1993-9- 4 Forum on the
topic of "Art Can Make You See in
me Dark."
Amos studied prmtmaking, paint-
ing and weaving in London during
1956-5-7 and graduated from Antioch
College in 1958. She also earned a
diploma from the London Central
School of Art in 1960 and her master
of arts degree from New York Uni-
versity in 1965.
Commencement will occur Mon-
day, May 11 at 10 p.m. in the Oak
Grove. On Sunday, May 10 the rev.
Michael L. Lindvall, pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church in Ann Arbor,
Mich., will deliver the sermon at
Wooster's baccalaureate service at
McGaw Chapel at 1 0:30 a.m.
compiled with information from
Newsservices
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Registration: the crisis continues
After weeks of anticipation and musical chairs, registration
finally occurred. This is great, except that the confusion that
began with failure to book die PEC the months in advance mat
me date was known carried over to the "arena. ,
The silent strikers of registration hit early when rising se-
niors with a'number two pick were told courses needed for
distribution were already closed for seniors By over-reser- v
ing courses for underclassmen, seniors-to-b- e have the avoid-
able headache of scrapping for courses just to graduate. Par
ticular courses for non-majo- rs are designed to rr.zzt tie distri
bution requirements. This is great, tut C.cse who most need
these courses should not be locked out in favor cf others who
have multiple years to fill their requirements. By the same
j token, courses mat are mandatory for majors should be more
accessible to students who are spending four years for a degree
in mat field. The dedication students show the department
should be reciprocated. :Pv'-'-- J :vi
Please take the requirements bestowed upon students to heart,
department heads, when you hold spots for students. Better
opportunities to freely fulfill these graduation requirements are
clearly needed. Create more sections for extra popular courses
if you must or don't restrict students who most need such
courses. Seniors have put three years ofservicetofick courses first
and majors have dedicated their college careers to your depart-
ments. Don't they deserve the same consideration from you? -
Were too busyfor this!
- We have no problem with prospective students on cam-
pus. It's fun to meet them, tell them about Wooster, give
them tours and even host them. The problem arises when
the needs of fatnrebmmodities-i.- e. prospective students !
supersede the needs of, the current ones. Saddled with a
dearth of numbers and "slacker coworkers, dedicated tour
guides are forced to give 8 tours a week, all of them to four
kids, six parents and an unruly Lhasa Apso. Those students
who have volunteered to; be overnight hosts are barraged
almost daily, asking if hey could please host Jimmy
Kloppersmith who's interested in soccer and history just like
they are. The end of April Uncertainly a boon time for ac-
cepted students to decide finally on schools; however, it's
also a time rife with final projects and I.S. We've heard that
many tour guides have been hired for next yean that's cer-
tainly a step in the right direction. We commend the Ad-
missions staff for identifying and beginning to solve the
problem, and we hope they continue to do so. "- --. ? '- -. j
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SGA fills the mailbox (again)
Editor:
... I want to give recognition to
those hardworking individuals that
were shocked at the treatment of the
SGA elections. But that is the good
part, and it comes later.
I am making a point of this be-
cause I want to ask: Where were
the candidates? Upon learning
about the farcical comedy that SGA
made of their own election, where
were those people who are supposed
to promise us a better student gov-
ernment? Never mind that all the
president does for the SGA is --be a
figurehead, a position derived from
the Latin term meaning "scapegoat-foolish-enough-to-think-he-has-pow- er."
And I anvonly asking that ques-
tion because when I woke up Mon-
day morning and stumbled into the
bathroom, I noticed a sign from one
of the candidates for president
thanking me for giving her another
chance.
There is a major difference be-
tween why I signed my name and
why the candidates think I did, just
There is a major
difference between why
I signed my name and
why the candidates
think I did, just as there
is a reason why SGA
mysteriously lost all
those "Matt Carpenter"
votes.
as there is a reason why SGA mys-
teriously lost all those "Matt Car-
penter" votes. The reason why I
signed my name is because until
now I had no confidence in the
student's governing capabilities AT
ALL.
When I came here as a prospec-
tive, I was told not to go near Dou-
glass Hall by a friend who has since
graduated. "That's where all the pot
smokers hang out." She told me.
"You don't ever want to go to a
Douglass party."
And I believed her. -
So I enrolled and met people. And
although I won't say that Douglass
is a dry dorm, it is a bit better than
the impression that the friend gave
me so long ago. I learned a lot from
all sorts of people on this campus
of cliques. I kept my ears open ...
And then this circus happened.
It was enough to make 191 other
students mad. Who made the peti-
tion? Who looked for the loophole
to relieve the students? Who took
action?
When I signed the petition on Fri-
day, as Liliona Quarmyne '01 held
out the pen and paper, I asked who
was in charge who started this great
idea, who the heck had the nerve.
"It was just a Douglassite idea"
was the answer. So I asked . . . Mat-
thew "Zamboni" Neely '99. I
asked him over broadcast, because
it is a really nifty way of talking to
people and getting direct quotes.
. "Courtney White '01 checked the
SGA rule and found the loophole of
needing 100 student signatures to
get the 23 majority quorum vote ...
This brain storm was centered in
Douglass, but had help from all
.: over..." He typed back. .
' I made some angry remark about
the notable absence of the SGA in
correcting itself.
Zam calmed me down. "We did
have some support from members
of SGA. Some of them are as an-
gry as we are. Pat Watts really
messed up. But I do not know the
names of the people in SGA who
supported us ... Sorry A group
of students appeared at the Friday
SGA meeting. This was an emer-
gency meeting and it really surprised
people that we found out about it The
non-SG- A people at the meeting were
me, who presented the petition, Erin
Kollar '01, Stephanie Hoffman'Ol
her roommate and Liliona Quarmyne
'01. Other students showed up as the
meeting progressed. However we
were the main force."
So, candidates, be self-righteo- us
all you want. You hold your head
up high and breath that clean air, and
you put down on your little resume
that you held an office in college,
and you go ahead and think you are
getting respect for that. I know and
the rest of campus knows who actu-
ally gave up time and who was hold-
ing the pen and petition. Yep, that
old black sheep, that place where all
the weirdos who believe that they
can obtain freedom though eccen-
tricity hang out and live and make a
difference: Douglass Hall.
It took a little less than an hour.
I'm proud of Wooster again.- -
Danielle Coppola '99
Editor:
I'm writing in response to the re-
cent SGA hoopla. Over the past four
years I have seen SGA do some
great things. (I for one really ap-
preciate the new washers and dry-
ers.) However, Mr. Watts handling
of the recent elections was not only
a travesty of justice and the Ameri-
can way, but it was downright dirty.
Mr. Watts, how do you justify your
actions? All we ask is a decent and
just election, and you give us a cir-
cus. Really, Mr. Watts, how do you
explain leaving a ballot box
uncared-for- ? And I found your at-- ;
titude quite off-putti- ng as I tried to
vote (the first time). You told me
point blank, "Don't vote for Matt
Carpenter." Were you trying to con
trol my vote? Did I just mistake this
for a democracy? I chose to make a
statement with my disregarded bal-
lot, as did many other students. My
opinion is this: you give me a ridicu-
lous election, I'll vote for a ridicu-
lous candidate. I also take issue with
the fact that no one could explain
the changes' in the constitution to
me. When I asked about it, I was
told that it was "just some funding
Every student has a right
to run, and may do so
with or without SGA's
approval. We may not be
able to vote for him le-
gally, but he has a right
to run. -
stuff." That was the end of the con-
versation as far as that senator was
concerned. And one more thing for
you, Mr. Watts, how on earth can
you justify the policy which you and
your senators instituted? You know,
the one that says: Hey JotjStudent,
because you voted for thj I guy we
disqualified, we deem all your opin-
ions worthless, and we're gonna
prove it by throwing out your
WHOLE ballot.
And now a few words for Ryan
Dansak who wrote to the editor last
week, asserting that Aaron Rupert's
campaign for Matt Carpenter com-
promised the Voice and "lessened
James Koller's chances of winning
the presidential seat" Every student
has a right to run, and may do so
with or without SGA's approval. We
may not be able to vote for him le-
gally, but he has a right to run.
Rupert's ingenious and highly en-
tertaining campaign got more stu-
dents to vote than I've seen at those
tables in four years. How's that
for harnessing public opinion? As
for being attached to the Voice,
Rupert isn't just the co-edit- or of
this paper, he's also a student. His
identity isn't defined by the activi-
ties he participates in. Is yours?
He never claimed that this was a
Voice-sponsor- ed campaign, so
what's the problem? I believe that
Rupert has enough sense to not
push" for coverage of his esca-
pades. Perhaps it was covered
simply because it was newsworthy.
And finally, in terms of Koller's
supposed lessened chances of win-
ning, any campaign holds the pos-
sibility of lessening another
candidate's chances of winning an
election.
I say kudos to the students who
ran the Carpenter campaign forjumping into the democratic
process.
liana Michelle Brownstein '98
The Wooster Viewpoints
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High tolerance can be
My mother and probaWj every
mother says, "If you don't b$ve any--
thingjtiice to
DAVID LOHR say, don't say
anything at alj."
We all value our freedom of speech.
Without it, we might as well be living
in Iraq or some other police state
where those with different opinions
or original ideas are shot and left
dead in the street. While it is ii
portant that we speak our mine
and spread ideas to learn mod
about each other, there are two
ways to do so.
One way is through rational dis-
cussion, combined with a fwilling-ne- ss
to listen to others' beliefs, and
most importantly, even ifyou do not
agree, to respect the rights ofothers
to hold those beliefs. The other way,
which is more noticeable yet com-
pletely inappropriate, is to blatantly
disrespect others and ridicule them
for their beliefs, without ever listen-
ing to what they have to say. For all
the good things mat happen on cam-
pus, like the forums on race, religion
and sexuality, and the various group
awareness weeks, there are incidents
which raise doubt about this campus'
tolerance. I realize that these are not
regular occurrences, but they reflect
on all of us. We need to be intolerant
of intolerance itself.
The infamous squirrel. Attacked
like a college student in downtown
Wooster by a bunch of students out-
side the PEC. In reality, it is only a
squirrel. While what happened is
unfortunate, there are many more
important problems we. need to deal
--with, like human rights. What a
concept. In the grand scheme of
things, one squirrel is not going to
make a difference when there are
people starving and homeless, dis
criminated against by The Man. I
am inno way condoning the abuse
of a c&e fuzzy little animal for hu-m- an
pffeasure. However, the fact that
a few guys were chasing a squirrel is
'
secondary. I'm sure most people re-
alize mis. The real issue which con-
cerned squirrel lovers, and general
humanitarians alike is the principle
behind it, the thoughts which backed
the actions. By acting the way they
did, the men showed a general lack
if respect and courtesy for those
und them, which is necessary for
a tolerant society.
Why did some of the boys in.
Andrews feel it was necessary to
harass the women and men in the
Take Back the Night March? What
purpose did that serve? It may have
given those involved a laugh, but a
laugh at someone else's expense re-
ally shouldn't be that funny. It's
actually pretty immature. Those
being screamed at may have been
'mildly offended, but if being offen-
sive was the goal, they failed. Be-
fore you get offended by an insult,
consider its source. If you don't be-
lieve in women's rights and believe
they should stay "barefoot and preg-
nant," then that's your business. How-"eve- r,
the least you could do would be
to be tolerant of --those enlightened
folks who do see women as equals.
Their shouts spoke more about mem-selv- es
man those they were directed
towards. It's a perfect example of
actions speaking louder than words.
I recently overheard two guys ar-
guing about gay rights in the lounge
of my dorm. One guy was arguing
that he firmly believed homosexu--
ality was wrong, because his reli- -
gion said so. He felt that he could
tolerate gays, but if one ever touched
him they'd catch hell. He also said
beneficial
he had no problem with gay rights,
but if anyone came to his door ask-
ing for support he would tell them
to get off of his property. It is this
type of hypocrisy, a false equality,
that keeps the campus from becom
ing a true haven for intellectual
thought and stimulation. When it
was pointed out that homosexuals
are people too and deserve the same
rights and respect as the rest of us,
and that ifhe believes in equality for
everyone he should be willing to
help, he dodged the question, fell
back on the belief that his religion
says it's wrong, end of discussion.
While one may have a semi-legitima- te
basis for one's intolerance,
such as religion, rather than pure
ignorance, it only goes so far.
Overly strong beliefs leave no room
for change' or interpretation, so the
ability to change and be tolerant of
others is often clouded.
Intolerance of other people's be-
liefs has led to more conflict over
the ages than land, money and sex
combined. In picking on a poor little
squirrel of denying someone a job
because of race or sexual preference,
the problem remains the same
intolerance of those who have dif-
ferent beliefs than one's own. Voic-
ing one's opinions and spreading
ideas is the best way to educate
people, but ifdone in a negative man-
ner, it will cause more harm than good.
The world may be changing at a mil-
lion miles per hour, but without some
flexibility, those unwilling to change
will end up stuck in the Dark Ages.
Only if we learn to tolerate or even
accept each other's differences and
beliefs can we improve our society.
1
' - ;
.
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David Lohr is the Viewpoints
Editor-selec- t.
Letter: BSOC, ISOC
Editor:
We are writing this letter in re-
sponse to the discussion on race and
racism issues held in the Pit last
week. It was moving to see so many
people attend who really care about
making a difference.
However, as often happens at fo-
rums, time constraints would not
allow everyone to speak their mind
clearly and completely. And we feel
that because of this, certain impor-
tant remarks went unchallenged and
unverified. -
The discussion was initiated with
talk about the function of the three
orientation committees for inter-
national students (ISOC), for African-A-
merican students (BSOC) and
the general orientation (SOC).
Comments suggested that the
focus of the orientation commit-
tees should be to introduce stu-
dents to different people on cam-
pus, and that they are not success-
ful in doing so because they con-
centrate instead on building a com-
fort zone for students in an unfa-
miliar environment. Due to this
we see a lot of minority students
intent on sticking to themselves.
Some people implied that the pro-
grams and activities of Interna-
tional and Black student pre-orien-tat- ion
are not important enough to
warrant having a separate pre -or-ientation.
However, here is where we dif-
fer. Each of us served on a different
orientation committee last year, and
we put in a lot of effort in tandem
with the Dean's office as well as the
International and Black Student Af-
fairs offices to conduct intense and
interesting pre-orientat- ion programs
targeted to meet the specific needs
of International and African-Americ- an
students. For international stu-
dents leaving their native country for
the first time, nothing is more wel-
coming than a small group of car-
ing people who help and guide
through all manners of things that
may appear alien, and intimidating.
There were lectures on culture '
shock,1 the peculiarities of the U.S.
college academic system, an expla-
nation of the Codes ofResponsibil
ity and Academic Integrity, and how
to begin campus employment, pre
sentations outlining the social
lifestyles on US campuses and hu
morous skits representing expected
norms of behavior in this culture;
there was help in everything from
opening a US bank account to trav-
eling to Wal-Ma- rt
The BSOC worked to help wel
come and integrate Black students
to the College. African-Americ- an
first-year- s, unlike Internationals,
are not alien to this country, but the
fact is, many of them have not pre-
viously lived in an environment
where they are such a small minor-
ity. Discussions on the racial climate
at the college, and academic expec-
tations in Black student orientation
help prepare them to face life on a
very "white" campus, and to hope-
fully feel at ease with it as soon as
possible. Students who participated
in the Black Student orientation pro-
gram last year have stated that it
helped them set a positive founda-- .
tion at the College.
It is really a shame to see people
on the verge of graduation declar-
ing that they were never able to
break out of their ethnic shells all
these years simply because they
were grouped with their like for a
three-da- y specific training program
four years ago. We apologize for not
introducing the students in Interna-
tional and Black student orientation
to all 1700 College of Wooster stu-
dents in the three days of pre-orientati- on,
but you would expect that
fours years is enough time for them
to do it themselves if they really
wanted to.
Karen Klopp, ISOC coordinator,
says, "I do not believe that it is the
least bit accurate to place any blame
for separation of people on a two
and a half day program that deals
with the logistical and immediate
needs of moving to a new country. I
see that as a very easy scapegoat for.
what is, in reality, a personal decision
to take 'the easy way out'." Simply
put, the benefits of International and
Black student pre-orientati- on far out-
weigh the so-call- ed costs of it
We do not claim that both these
programs are perfect and we wel-
come suggestions as to how to im-
prove them so they are more effec-
tive in intergrating the students on
this campus. Even so, we offer those,
with constructive suggestions to at-
tend ISOCBSOC meetings and
voice those ideas. We maintain that .
they will be far better received than
belittling someone's positive efforts
by repeatedly chiming something
should be done but then not suggest-
ing exactly what
In regard to another point at the
discussion, as far as International
students go, to most of us "The
Cosby Show" was always as Ameri-
can a show as "Family Ties"; Carl
Lewis was always as American in
our eyes as Larry Bird; and we knew i
as much (or as little) about Martin I
Luther King as we did about FDR.
It is utterly naive to suggest that we
Came here knowing nothing of
Black America beyond the "L.A.
riots."
Hopefully, discussions like last
week's shall continue to be held so
that we can continue working to
highlight the segregation, issue and
going about means to correct it But
it is also important that we act like
the adults that we are and learn to
take more responsibility for the
choices that we make instead of
whining at the administration fof
f!rwin tovt niAn tie
Nupur Goyal '00
R'laymone Wilkerson '00
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He knows whether ok not Elvis has left the building.
i
Photo by Amelia Kays
Yes Virginia,' there is
1
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All night long with Vizzo at the P.E.C.
Jon Raessler
For the past nine years, Fred Vizzo
has served as the Night Building Su-
pervisor and Assistant Equipment
Supervisor in the RE.C. During this
tenure his personality and work hab-
its have helped him evolve as a rec-
ognized and popular face on campus.
Vizzo came to Wooster for two
main reasons. "I love jobs where I
have to interact with people, and I
love athletics," he said.
Vizzo prefers Division HI programs
to any Division I match or pro game
because these associations have
grown too money-hungr- y and have
lost the true meaning of the sport He
feels that these programs do not al-
low students to lead balanced live:
"Sports are great if they're balanced
with other activities. I truly wish there
was more support for Division HI ath-
letics and athletes."
Vizzo works from 6 p.m.-12:3- 0
a.m. performing such chores as laun-
dry, handing out sports equipment to
students, making sure the equipment
room is kept in order and locking the
building when his shift is over.
Vizzo stresses the security part of
his job. He is responsible for mak-
ing sure everyone has left the build-
ing and that the doors are locked
when he leaves. In addition to work-
ing in the EKC., Vizzo runs a gro--
stuffto do
Possibilities ofwhat to do on our quiet 'lil college campus
Sarah Fenske
Someone is always whining about
how there is nothing to do on this
campus, usually a drinker. It is a
good excuse to drink: here we are
in the farmland, the brightest lights
for miles around are coming from
Wal-Mar- t, and a good ca- - of Beast
seems to bridge the social barriers
on a campus of cliques. "There's
nothing to do on this campus," we
say, and then we pop open the top.
Trouble is, there are things to do.
They may not be the things that your
average party-go- er finds amusing,
but there are things. Comedians at
the Underground. Coffee houses on
Wednesdays. Movies in Mateer and
folk singers at Mom's. On any given
weeknignt, there are at least three
lectures you could potentially go to
... one in the Pit, one in Scovel, one
in Lean.
. "They actually have good movies
in Mateer," Katie Rybak '01 says
"You just have to take your pillow
. because your butt can't take the
chairs there."
Kevin Godburn '00 talks about
the Wednesday night comedian se-
ries: "These are guys who tour all
over the country, and some of them
'write for TV shows. A lot of the
big names make their starts on col-
lege circuits. You can see them here,
and next year they'll have their own
show." Godburn mentions the goals --
of the Student Activities Board, say-
ing, "We try very hard to program
for the students. We try to have
something every weekend."
Even beyond that, there is more.
"You can head on out to Spangler
Park, and enjoy the most beautiful
natural area in the city," Jim Hardy
'01 says. "There is too much to do
around here. But if you're limiting
it to SAB stuff, then you're limiting
what you call 'things to do'."
"We always go on weird adven-
tures," Rybak says. "We'll go walk
around the golf course, and it's re-
ally cool when your eyes adjust to
the dark. Or you can sit on McGaw
and look at the stars. I don't think
you're allowed to, but we do it any-
way."
"You can still have parties in your
room, just without the alcohol," Sa-
rah Paulson '01 adds. "There's stuff
to do."
"If you're involved with an orga-
nization, there are always good
things," Hardy says. "There are all
kinds of activities and causes. You
can't even do all of it."
Still not convinced? Thinking
that this whole article is sounding
more like an admissions polemic
than the truth? Consider this. When
in your life other than at college can
you color pictures with crayons and
no one laughs at you? College can
be a great time to get back to your
inner child, the one whojust wasn't
cool enough for high school. You're
in college now. You don't have to
worry about fitting in. That means
you can fly a kite. Play a lot of
Frisbee. Dress up in really weird
clothes whenever you get the
chance ' medieval garb for orga-
nizational meetings, bellbottoms
for dancing in the Underground,
leg warmers for a '70s '80s party.
You can do what you want, when .
you want, and your mother can do
nothing about it.
The options are huge. And so if
you want to be typical, you can sit
in your room and break out the li-
quor and keep the music just quiet
enough yotir R.A. doesn't come
knocking, all the while whining how
much Wooster sucks. Or you can
rat your hair, color all over the walls,
stargaze like mad, and maybe even
head over to Scheide to hear Don't
Throw Shoes put together some
more dazzlingly funny jokes about
people no one likes anyway and
laugh like crazy.
It's your life. And (surprise!)
there are actually Wooster students
who claim you can have one. Even
in a two cow town like this one.
Hey, ever heard of cow-tippin- g?
eery delivery service for senior citi-
zens and two-inco- me families too
busy to run their own errands. He has
a wife of 18 years, Susan, and two
daughters, Gina and Teresa, all of
whom he praises
ceaselessly.
Though Vizzo
stays busy with all
of his duties, he
manages to main-
tain a smile and
positive attitude
through the toil.
"You just have to
learn to work
through the tough
times and realize
-- that though you
8w dto (fc
oiB wm ami
may be busy, some student out there just
wants a basketball and he deserves a
smile just as much as someone who
comes when you're not busy," he says.
Any employee who has worked at
the College for several years will
surely carry stories of humorous in-
cidents that have occurred during his
time of employment; Vizzo is no
exception. "I remember one time, a
student locked himself in the
women's side of the equipment '
room. I'm sitting in my house and
get a call from campus security that
someone is in the P.E.C. screaming
at the top of their lungs. Worried
about what could be going on, I run
over only to find one of my staffers
has locked himself in. It wasn't
funny at the time, but we can all look
back on it now and laugh. I remem-
ber another guy, a baseball player,
L
who would go into
the shower with his
uniform on, lather
and rinse. He was
actually helping
me out; baseball
uniforms are some
of the most difficult
to clean. By doing
this, he helped me
immensely." Vizzo
tries to maintain an
atmosphere of light
humor while he is
on duty. "When an elementary age
kid dbmes to get a basketball, I'll tell
him not to hang on the rim too long
when he dunks because it is a pain to
fix."
The aspect of the job Vizzo seems
to enjoy most is working and inter-
acting with his co-work- ers and ath-
letes. "Paul Hammond is a great guy
to work under. He is a top-not- ch
professional in his field so he knows
exactly how to run an equipment
room. Besides that, he is fair to all
the workers, extremely organized, and '
please see THE ADVENTURES
OF VIZZO IN THE PJLCL, page 7
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Resident and Day Positions Available
Counselors Waterfront Arts & Crafts
Boating Instructors
June --August 7, 1998
Hiram House Camp 216-831-50- 45
GRADUATING SOCIAL WORKERS:
hat do YOU think of
when you hear Cuyahoga County?
I
0
Here are a few MORE things to think about:
Innovative Child Welfare Practice!
fe Beginning Salary: $24,876 Benefits!
"jit BA needed, but licensing not required.
"fa Tuition Reimbursement! j
Excellent Promotional Opportunities! i
THE FLATS!
Cultural Diversity!!
The Rock-N-Ro- ll Hall of Fame!!!
"A" The Cleveland INDIANS!!!!
mi
Ml
sir
Trie Cuyahoga County Department of Ctvktren and Family Services is now hiring Social
Workers LkxMrgraduale degree required wtih a pmfarrwd major m Soctai Work or a netalmd
field: OR an undergraduate degree in a non-relat-ed field wrtti two (2) yoars axperienca am a
Social Worker in a social services agency. For more information caB (21 6) 432-334- 0.
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Registration redwc
Dan Shortridge
Let me tell you something: it is
really, really nice to have registra-
tion finally over with. After too-numerous-to-c- ount
changes of time
and locale, hours spent pouring over
the registration booklets, advising
conferences, and frequent cursing at
the Registrar's Office for our horren-
dous time slots, it's a great relief to
leave all that behind and gaze fondly
into next semester, where I eagerly
await Tibetan Yak-Herdi- ng 120.
Wait, what am I talking about? I
got a decent registration time, had a
good advising conference, only
missed out on one of the courses that
I wanted and just laughed when
some poor unknown person appar-
ently forgot to reserve the PEC.
But for those readers who perhaps
had a negative experience with reg-
istration, I'd like to share with you
my course suggestions to the faculty
for next spring. I hope that you'll
enjoy reading about them as much as
I enjoyed developing mem. I sincerely
' doubt mat the faculty will even ac-
knowledge that I've suggested them,
but hey it's all in good fun.
English 310: The Fine Art of Edi-
torial Writing. Course focuses on
the relationship between readers and
editors. Includes analysis of vari-- r
ous issues and the newspaper's im-
pact on public opinion. Special as-
signment includes writing an ex-
treme position on a very controver-
sial issue. Instructor: Sarah Fenske.
Political Science 101: Cam- -
paigns and Elections. Comprehen-
sive tutorial covering up-to-d- ate top-
ics in the field of political campaign
management. Issues discussed in-
clude developing campaign slogans,
public speaking skills for the can-
didate, and debates. Special discus-
sion on ethical behavior in elections.
Instructor: Pat Watts. TA: Karl a
Bekeny.
Join the Fun & Excitement of
LASER TAG
I www
Thmdar: Caleae LD. NiebB I For 10 or moce
by
specialists in the field. Instructors:
KM. Nixon, B. Clinton.
Theatre 150: How To Sell Out Per-
formances. Discussion of techniques
guaranteed to have lines at the box
office, including lots of publicity, ex-
cellent acting and stage management,
and reserving lots of tickets for the
actors' friends. Instructors: Class of
1998 Theatre Majors.
Sociology 301: Seminar Race and
Diversity In College. Case study of
small, largely WASP-- y liberal arts
college in Ohio. Intense discussion
of how issues of race, religion,
ethnicity, gender, and sexuality are
addressed in a very homogenous en-
vironment Instructor: All Students.
Women's Studies 230: Taking
Back The Night. Discussion of
women's issues related to personal
safety, date rape, alcohol, assault, and
emotionalphysical abuse. Extra
credit assignment involves organizing
fantastic march to Take Back The
Night Instructor: Carmen Hotvedt.
OPEN YEAR
ROUND
3889 Friendsville Road
Woster
Ph: 330-345-43- 86
MgHW
" w m iiIIpeople, 3 I Play 2 games of Laser Tag,
save $2, anytimeI Si" off WGoleae LD. cuner each for $10 a pcnon
--w- . . M f T. J
Physical Education 102: Nutrition
and Lowry Dining Hall. CAN
CELED. Replaced by PE. 102: ATu
torial in Self-Defen- se against
Townies. Analysis of proper defen
sive techniques, against both armed
and un-arm- ed opponents. Special
emphasis on group defense against
burly men in cars. Instructor: Joe
Kirk.
Art 240: Editorial Cartooning
Review of basic drawing techniques,
including blocking and shading,
Emphasis on developing humor,
plotlines, recurring characters and dia
logue. Special project includes devel
oping cartoons specially for the old-
est weekly college newspaper in die
country. Instructor: Keats Shwab.
History 301 (cross-liste- d with
Political Science 320): Impeachment,
High Crimes, and Misdemeanors.
Examination of constitutional history
within the political and social context
of the times. In-dep-th case studies
far Laser Tag J Motidiy hursday J .
Tuesday was a new sort
Amelia Kays
."World hass Eco-Enfertain- er"
Steve Trash who appeared Tuesday
at the Underground as a highlight
of "Peace and Justice Week" lived
up to his goal of promoting environ-
mental awareness by presenting
"magic with a message."
Trash performed phenomenal il-
lusions which enthralled the audi-
ence. At the same time he educated
the small group who were present by
explained how each illusion related to
a fundamental ecological idea. The
illusionist appeared wearing a cos-
tume formed of various items he had
found in the garbage. He also used
garbage in his illusions to help the
trash to be reused.
Trash started the show by perform-
ing a few simple tricks such as mak-
ing a dollar bill appear as though it
were, a one hundred dollar bill. He
then explained that the dollar bill, like
the resources on our planet is not to
be taken for granted.
A consummate entertainer, Trash
had the audience applauding at vari-
ous cues, cheering for their "spokes-
person" Craig, and sitting Indian style
on the floor in a circle around him for
part of the show. He also allowed die
audience to participate in many of the
illusions by letting diem provide props
such as coins, and by having them
serve as his assistant -
First Trash handed an audience
member a chalkboard and had her take
it into the audience so that they could
observe that he had not written any-
thing upon it He did the same with
an identical chalk board. He then gave
the two chalk boards to another audi
ence member to keep.
Next Trash called upon Jeremy
Dadzie '98 and had him select from
four different magazines. After this
was accomplished, Trash gave the
student a card and told her to place
it between two of the pages of the
closed magazine. Then, Trash went
into the audience with the magazine
and had an audience member hold
his arm out in front of himself.
Without looking at the images on the
selected pages, Trash allowed the
audience member to point out an im-
age. The audience member selected
The adventures ofVizzo in the RE.C.
continued from page 6
is an all-arou-nd great guy." In addi-
tion to Hammond, Vizzo lauds the stu-
dent staff members. "Some of these
students have been my right hand over
die last several years. I know I will
especially miss Jim Bartlett '98, Bill
Miklandric '98 and Charlie
Bostelman '98. However, I have sev-
eral student staffers that are doing
great jobs and will be here for a while,
particularly Seth Duerr '00, Kassie
Arnold '99 and Angela Lucas '99."
"Once a group of athletes has
He 's the trash man.
a flower. Trash finally asked how
the audience would feel if the im-
age that the audience had assisted
in selecting now appeared on the
chalkboards.
A shout from the front row in-
formed him that the audience would
view this as "amazing." When Trash
retrieved the chalk boards from the
audience member who was guarding
them, there on one of the boards was
. the flower that we had selected.
"Amazed" by this and other feats, the
audience repeatedly asked for more
illusions when questioned by Trash if
they wished to see one or two more
tricks. -
Despite his amazing perfor-
mance in the Underground, Trash
has not always been the master il-
lusionist that he is now. Follow-
ing his graduation from the Uni-
versity ofNorth Alabama where he
received a B.A. in Theater, Trash
moved to New York City, where he
planned to make his living as a
'
magician.' However, he found "all
doors closed to me; the one good
place-tha- t was open were the
streets." He found a spot near the
Central Park Zoo where many
families walked by.
Soon he was entertaining the
children. However, he found that
their parents were not nearly as en-
grossed. Unimpressed by his tradi-
tional tricks, they would challenge
him to perform an illusion with the
trash that was lying on the sidewalk.
graduated I will tend to develop fa-
vorites among them, and it is these that
I will miss the most" Vizzo remem-
bered. "Not only did I see these guys
go through four years at Wooster, most
of them were just great guys." In ad-
dition to having fond memories of
former students, Vizzo credits past
athletic directors with having done a
good job, in particular Al Van Wie and
Bill McHenry. "Wherever these guys
are now, they deserve a happy retire-
ment and a happy life, becausetheydid
a heck ofajob while they were here."
The one thing Vizzo stresses more
of trash day
3 -
Photo by Ameua Kays
"If I could do a really great trick
with garbage, I would win them,
over," he explained. This was the
origin of the idea for "Steve Trash."
Trash took his show, which had
evolved into performing illusions
exclusively with garbage, to Los
Angeles. There, he developed a
show for "TheaterTheater" which
ran for five weeks and was called by
the "L.A. Tunes" the "best of the
weekend." With this success, he be-
gan to expand the ways in which he
presented his message.
He authored a book entitled "The
Magic of Ecology," which he had
printed on Kenaf, a tree free paper.
He is also the host of a local TV
show which presents programs
about ecological topics and then ac-
companies them with illusions. He
has his own website, http:
www.stevetrash.com. In addition to
these accomplishments. Trash
brings his ecologically minded mes-
sage to between SO and 60 colleges
a year and six to 10 different state
fairs.
He hopes that people will take
away from his shows the idea that
we must be a "sustainable society,
we can't take more than we leave."
He feels that the best ways to do
this are to strive to understand the
interconnectedness of nature and
how each choice we make affects
the environment. He also pro-
motes the concept of "reduce, re-
use and recycle."
than anything in the equipment room
is discipline. With discipline come
care for equipment; Vizzo emphasizes
the fact that football players never
enter the stadium with a scarred hel-
met nor does any other athlete com-
pete m torn or frayed uniforms. How-
ever, as has been mentioned, Vizzo has
help from many others and he will
readily and willingly tell you this.
"Between Paul Hammond, Bob
Malekoff, Brenda Meese and the
many student employees, this place
is able to function smoothly; I'm only
a small part of the equipment room,"
Voice Boosters
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8SDru1 r AVo tlMiO Framers GuildAND GALLE RY
72r advertisers have decided to support :
the Voice our time ofadvertising needy
and we thank them for their support. We
suggest that you support them by
frequenting their businesses. Due to their '
assistance, the Voice is on a stronger,
financial footing. Special thanks to sales
agent Gregory Licht, who went above and
beyond the call ofduty with his assistance." ;
Also thanks . to Laura Packer, who was
dragged around town as her daughter
Dawn helped complete this special.- - ;
Aaron Rupert
co-Editor-in-- Chief
Just down the Hill
428 Beall Aye.
1(330) 264-818- 0
PHARMACY irVC.
1827 Cleveland Rd.
Wooster, OH
(330) 264-847- 9
Free Local Delivery
Honors Most Insurance Plans
Soda Fountain
We ha
Bodyeencs
All-Wome- n's
Fitness Salon
: the largest selection of
& micro-bee- rs and
chilled wines in the
area.
1825 Beall Ave.
(330) 262-266- 9
College Hills
Shopping Complex
Also, cigs, ice,
pop, chips,
champagne,
lottery tickets,
magazines
Monday-Saturda- y: 8 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday: 10 a.m. to Midnight
Please have picture ID ready!
429 East Liberty Street
At the Bottom of Beall Ave.
263-496- 3
cm
wto
FAMILY HAIR CENTER
Tanning Booths and Beds
Hair Replacement Center
Cruise Center
Manicures
Color Perms
Waxing - ,
2786 Cleveland Road, Wooster, OH
'
- J (330)345-700-0
.
.
. .
B ANK
135 East LibertySt.
Woostera, OH
(330) 264-800- 1
Printing & Graphics
201 N. Buckeye Rd.
v Wooster, Ohio
(330)264-222- 3
$jard
&3urgers
Norfti of Wooater Community Hospital
Best Place for a Burger
Back Yard Burgers was voted
the best place for a
hamburger by the residents
in Wayne County according
to The Journal, March 26,
1998.
Sunday
11 to 10
t ;
Monday-- ;
Thursday
! 10:30 to'
! 10
.
Friday &
Saturday
10:30 to
10:30
POSTAL. K. BUBINfSI IfRVICEB
Shipping: International & Domestic
Packaging Materials
Binding & Printing
Fax & Copies
Rubber Stamps
W. Milltown Rd.
Wooster, OH
(330) 345-744-7
Gift Wrapping
Unique Cards
Just south of Movies 10,
behind Bob Evans
Complete Line of:
Imported and Domestic Beer
Wine Cheese
679 Portage Rd.
Wooster
Take Beafl North,
take a right on
Portage, on the right
Ken Raynor
Proprietor
rair Gpmpahy?
Nail & Hair tiidio'''
1706 Rpall Ave- - v- -' - v
Wooster, Ohio ' 262-170- 6
Full servic
,.-'-"-
'v
hair and nail salon,
haircurtifig, perming hi and,
lowiighririg, arylic arid micrpbond
feels, nails special occasions
7
(Lljc (Cobbler jStyappe
Nl 151 S. Market St.
Wooster, Ohio
(330) 262-522- 3
J '. Shoe Sales and RepairiS ) Sandals and Birk repair
Monday Friday: 8 a.m. t6 6 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
AAA Travel
Agency
2889 Cleveland Rd. -- Full Travel Agency :
Wooster. OH 4469 1 "Passport photos
(330 345-555- 0 'Serves members and '
non-membe- rs
YOUR FAMILY STYLIST
FOR MEN. WOMEN, CHILDREN
ue
All Student Hair Cuts are $9.
all year around!
135 Beall Ave.
Wooster, OH
(330) 264-553- 5
-
'
..." '"f ."
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Dino's Home
Entertainment
& News
TJIPVLy 302 E. Liberty
n nuwitviw v 11.0 - ifVy vvuubier
(330)262-334- 4
Video Rental
Newspapers and Magazines
Collectibles
3761 Burbank Rd.
Wooster, OH
(330)345-432- 0
2653aeveIandRd
Wooster, OH
(330)345-558- 3
.Tuxedo Rental, Sales and Accessories
t ' C Croup Rates Available y
The Historic
Overholt House
.
- - , ..-
-.
-
-
.i
. Bed and Breakfast, , --.
. .j -
1473 BeallAve.:
Wooster, OH
.
44691
(330) 263-630- 0
Diggers
Sports Bar & '
Niteclub
1865 BeallAve.
Wooster, OH
(330)264-777- 5
Tuesday: Country Line Dancing $1.00 cover charge.
Wednesday: College I.D. Nite $1.00 Bud LightMiller Light
Thursday: Karaoke nite
Friday & Saturday: D.J. spinning your favorite tunes
Twice a month look for live bands
(sometimes we have weJI known bands, so watch closely)
' We are open Tues. Sat 9 4:00 p.m.
We are closed Sunday and Monday -
Sm
1
-
Leave Your FAT Behind?Q ltt Hot tour Fauft!
- -
' Being wnti$t is a
MDICAl condition. .
LT
if Our doctors treat it a on.
ft inlaid dttf. -flias
wi a new, thinner foal
MfDKAl mcHT
CONTROt SVSTiM
330-345-55- 55
1 J0PL ' sn
Open 7 Days a Week
Two Locations
North of Campus
on.Cleveland St
South of Campus
on Beall Ave. ,
Vincent F. Jabour, M.D.
Gastroenterology dr Internal Medicine
1749 Cleveland Rd.
Wooster, OH
(330)263-737- 2
Across from the Wooster Clinic
Ifno answer, call (330) 263-850-0
Ladies & Men's Hair Styling Studio
2912 Cleveland Rd.
Wooster, Ohio 44691 '
. Cleveland Centre Building
(330)345-866- 6
item ntfr :?
1
117 W.Liberty
Wooster, OH
(330) 262-243- 5
Tje Circle on the Square"
Alan R. Kiefer, D.D.S.
1706 Beall Ave.
Suited
Wooster, OH
:
(330)264-862- 3
)p Gallery in the vault J
T A collection of fine art and unique gifts
V i fPtl Frame. Shop : .Jjs ; Sfiney Newberry, Framer
1 L4yi HRS: Tuesday-Saturda- y 1QAM-6P- M,
I ,Lm Sunday 1PM -- 5PM I
AT Public Sqiare - Wooster, Ohio - 030) 262-359- 9 1$ iA
Blakley's Music Service at:
Wooster
Music
Sheet Music
Music Supplies
2778 Cleveland Rd.
Wooster, OH
(330) 345-822- 1
'it1
MAILB( ;etc.'
3983 Burbank Rd.
Wooster, OH
(330) 345-449- 4
. Western Union,',?., - .
Shipping UPS FedEx
- Packaging Service.; --"j-
risj, " Packing Supplies c:
Copies l-- oS
Boosters
Page :
THESHAtK
Soup Sandwiches
French Fries
Breakfast Menu
.Flavored Cappuccino
Gourmet Coffee & Tea
Great Atmosphere for Everyone!
Dally Specials!
Eat in or Carry out!
330-262-96- 65
Mon-F-ri 8 am -- 1 0 p.m.
Sat & Sun 12 p.m. -- 6 p.m. -
NAPA
Auto Parts
120 Beall Ave."
Wooster, OH
(330) 264-849- 9
Complete Parts and Supplies
Auto, Truck, Tractor and Industrial
Machine Shop Service
illMIllil
JEANNE SMUCKER
Realtor
Office: (330)264-771- 1
'Fax: (330) 264-784- 3 -- r
1 840 Cleveland Rd Wooster, OH
FRESH VALUE MEALS
10 Discount
with College I.D.
Not Valid with other coupons
or Value Meals
3853 Burbank Rd.
Wooster, Ohio
A&E
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"Tempest" iUuminates the stage Good hair good movie?
Lauren Kulchawik
Come experience the thunder,
lightning, love and magic in this
weekend's production of
Shakespeare's "The Tempest," di-
rected by Professor Raymond
McCall.
Though "The Tempest" has been
performed thousands of times,
McCall has directed with creative
interpretation, using unique theatri-
cal effects. "Ray McCall can delve
into a play like no one else. He goes
for the heart of it, and sees all the
complexities. He does it with an
enormous love for his subject," said
Richard Figge, guest actor playing
the lead of Prospero.
Figge's character is the focal point
of the play. Prospero and his daugh-
ter Miranda (Charity Babcock '98)
are outcasts on a remote island.
With his magical powers, Prospero
creates a storm that .wrecks a ship
carrying his enemies. These en-
emies are cast ashore, along with an
enemy's son named Ferdinand
(Jesse McMeekin '01). Ferdinand
and Miranda fall in love.
Meanwhile, Trinculo (Gregory
Licht '98) and Stephano (Ahren
Stock '00), servants of the royal
party, form a conspiracy with
Caliban (Mike. Sestili '99),
Prospero 's slave. The crucial point
of the story occurs when Prospero
decides that "virtue is preferable to
vengeance. Instead of punishing his
enemies, he forgives them and he
.
gives up his magic," McCall said.
"The Tempest" is "the story of a
man who has tried to play God and
must realize that he is human like
the rest of us," said McCall.
McCall's interpretation, explained
Figge, is that Prospero is neither
godlike nor perfect, though he is
portrayed this way in other produc-
tions of the play.
"Prospero's magic is a metaphor
.f i i iior uie magic uiai is in uicauc ...
theatre is about illusion making,"
said McCall. This show calls atten-
tion to the illusions that are used to
entrance the audience. It does so in
the the Prologue which first presents
an empty, dark stage. Then, actors
enter the stage as characters in an
acting company doing a run-throu- gh
rehearsal of the "The Tempest."
They put on parts of costumes, prac-
tice lines, and move the set around.
The head of die fictional acting com-
pany acts as Prospero.
The first scene begins with a cha-
otic storm, during which the actors
follow Shakespeare's original script
Other creative elements of the play
are the elaborate stage lighting, es-
pecially during the celebration of
Miranda and Ferdinand's engage-
ment The three godesses Iris, Ceres
and Juno make a spectacular en-
trance. There is a dance sequence
choreographed by Kim Tritt along
with several songs performed by
urn
? & ft
J.
"We are such stuff as dreams are made on.,
Ariel (Jessica Howard '99) the mis-
chievous spirit
McCall credits his cast and de-
signers: "I'm very fortunate to have
three colleages who have contrib-
uted mightily and imaginatively to
the show Dale Seeds, my lighting
designer, Kim Tritt, my choreogra-
pher, and Kim Vaughn, my costume
designer." Stage manager Caroline
Mulcahy '00 and assistant stage
managers Craig Dorer '00 and Ben
Klein '99 have also been very help-
ful to McCall. - x
In selecting his cast McCall paid
close-attenti- on to the actors han-
dling of Shakespeare's language and
looked for those that had "clarity'
and appreciation for the words." To
motivate the actors, he worked with
them individually and in pairs to
help them understand their charac-
ters and the Shakesperian language.
McCall recruited Richard Figge
to play Prospero because "it is one
of the most demanding roles of all
of Shakespeare's lead characters ...
he must have a vocal weight and
though we do have very talented
young male actors here, I felt the
need for an adult male to play the
role of a father."
Figge has performed as Albany in
"King Lear" and Friar Lawrence in
"Romeo and Juliet" In order to re-
late to Prospero, he said, "I draw
from my own experiences and from
people that I have known ... you
don't have to love the character that
you play, but you have to have sym-
pathy for him. You have to play it
from his point of view. Prospero is
a controller and a manipulator. He
is not a lovable character, but he is
human and very real to me."
. Jessica Howard enjoys playing
Ariel, the character through which
7
Photo by Eric Bakken
Prospero works his magic: "I like
running around stage being the mis-
chievous character." Ariel is nor-
mally played by a male actor, but in
this show Ariel can be looked at as
an androgynous spirit according to
Howard. She studied musical the- -
atre in New York last year, so she is
not hesitant about her singing role
on stage.
Jesse McMeekin likes the role of
Ferdinand. "He's kind of a cheezy,
romantic character, but it is fun to
play a nice guy for a change. I think
it was cool to get to know Charity
Babcock and work with her in
ery scene," said McMeekin.
"I love the costumes. Kim is a
great costume desinger. And the
godesses are very cool; they're a
sight to behold," said liana
Brownstein '98.
After all of the hard work put into
"The Tempest" McCall hopes that
the audience has a good time. "You
always hope for lightning to strike
and leave something illuminating
with the audience."
WCVS90.9RJ
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Sally Thelen
All gay people really need is a
nice heterosexual to, well, straighten
them out right? That is according
to Hollywood.
"Object of my
Affection" joins
the ranks of
cutesy gay films
with a predictable plot of "girl meets
boy, boy is gay, girl falls in love with
boy despite all that" Sound famil-
iar? It's "Chasing Amy" with a sex
change except without any sense of
humor to commend itself. Although
"Chasing Amy" seemed dubiously
like almost every heterosexual
male's dream, it was hilariously
witty, contained believable charac-
ters, and I actually enjoyed watch-
ing it Unfortunately, "Object of my
Affection" has absolutely none of
those characteristics.
It seems to be a misconception in
Hollywood that just because you
have good hair, you are also a good
actor. Jennifer Aniston proved that
little theory wrong. Playing the in-
sufferable part of Nina Borowski, an
inner city social worker, Aniston
fills her role with about as much life
and emotion as a limp perm.
Granted, she wasn't given much to
work with, but her mutilation of
such horrid lines like "I want you to
be the father of my child" is not a
pretty sight, despite her flawless
hair. Joining Aniston with his own
fair share of awful lines is Paul
Rudd, playing the part of George
Hanson, the homosexual first-gra- de
teacher at a progressive private
school. George's lover, Dr. Robert
Joley (Tim Daly), suddenly kicks
George out of their posh uptown
pad, forcing him to move into Nina's
play: 'The Tempest" 8:15 p.m.
Band: Oroboros, The College
Underground, 10 p.m.-- 2 a.m.,
SAB, $.75
Wooster Jazz Ensemble, 8:15
p.m., McGaw, Music Dept.
Saturday
Senior Recital: Robin Ray,
mezzo-sopran- o, Scheide Gault, 4
pjn. - -- -
Junior Recital: John Pollack, Per
cussion, Scheide Gault 7:30 pjn.
spare bedroom in her walk-u- p in I
Brooklyn. After die incredibly long f
build-u- p of their cozy relationship, t
Nina finds out that she's pregnant with
her brash boyfriend's baby. Nina de- -
cides she would
rather have George f
be the father of her I
child and proposes
they stay together
in their sickingly sweet friendship to
raise her child. Ofcourse, Nina is con-
vinced that all George needs is a little
bit of womanly love to set him on the
path to heterosexuality. But George
ends up falling for a young, attractive
actor, and there's nothing Nina can do
about it
The only good thing I can say about
this movie is that at least none of the
gay men in the film paraded across
the screen in sequins and leather or t
confessed an undying love for Bar-- a
bara Streisand, as is often die case m
other cutesy gay flicks. But this film
should definitely not be heralded as
an accurate depiction of homosexual
life. The passion that arises between
George and bis new lover is about as
wholesome and pasteurized as two
percent milk. I am led to believe that
it is their one chaste kiss that warrants
the R rating.
Actually, this film could not even
pass as an accurate depiction of life
in general.-- Directed by Nicholas
Hyther, it is absolutely painful i.o
watch Wendy Wasserstein's conven-
tional, choppy script chewed up and
spit out by the actors on the screen.
Occasionally, the movie tried to 6e
funny, but any redeeming moments
were swallowed in a sea of smarnjy
cuteness. There's lessons to be
learned from this, though: good hair
doesn't make for good acting; and
rent "Chasing Amy" instead.
VtMBft Warn ofo &bo
Thursday
Play. "The Tempest" Directed by
Ray McCall, Tickets Required,
Freedlander Theatre, 8:15 p.m..
Theatre Dept V
Junior LS. Art Exhibit, McKenzie
Gallery, Ebert Art Center
Play: --The Tempest" 8:15p.m.
The Rainmaker": Mateer Aud.,
7:30 p.m. & 10 p.m., SAB, $1
.
;
Trip: "Beauty and the Beast"
Cleveland Playhouse, $35. Time
to be Announced, SAB
Scot Symphonic Band Concert:
Nancy Dinner, Director, McGaw,
8 pjxt. Music Dept .- -v :.
Classic Film Series: "Fahrenheit
451" (1966), Mateer Aud., 7:30
p.m., SAB 1
Junior Recital: Amanda
Yannayon, Saxophone, Scheide
Gault, 4:00 p.m.. Music Dept . ,.
Wednesday
' Indiana Jones Trilogy: The Col
lege Underground, 8 p.m.- -l a.m.
Katie Huber
.i,
. Music may appear to be nothing but
notes and words, but Robin Ray '98
has proven otherwise. This talented
vocal performance major demon-
strates not only the determination and
persistence essential to a musical ca-
reer; but also the emotion and dedica-
tion it takes to
truly become
: successful.
Ray began
to be inter-
ested
ammamm
in mu
sic in high school, where she sang
in the choir. Unsure of her major,
she came to Wooster because of the
college's reputation, which she had
learned about word-of-mou- th from
her hometown friends, Helen and
Gretchen Flewelling 98. Though
she had planned on transferring to
Oberlin should she decide to pursue
a music major, she found Wooster 's
music staff to be exactly what she
wanted and has since pursued a
Bachelor of Music degree in vocal
performance.
As a music major, Ray has been
involved in a variety of activities, in-
cluding the Wooster Chorus, the
Choral Union, and Sisters in Spirit,
a Presbyterian women's group. She
also, is a die-ha- rd Yetis groupie. Un-
fortunately, she has tapered her in
volvement in these activities during
her senior year due to an illness
which began affecting her life last
semester. Similar to Chronic Fa-
tigue Syndrome, the illness has con-
stantly drained her energy, and has
even forced her to medically with-:- ,
draw from senior I.S. last semester.
As a result, she is performing two
'tomtom
half recitals, one this semester and
one over the summer to fill her re-
quirements.
The first half of her recital will be
this Saturday, in Gault Recital Hall.
Among pieces to be performed are
"Three Songs From the Wesendunck
Lieder" by Wagner, arias by Handel
and Mozart, and "Three Songs of
Love, Joy, and the Beauty of Night"
by Wooster 's composition professor
Dr. Jack Gallagher. Based on poems
by Browning, Moore, and Southey,
Gallagher's piece is among very few
he has written for voice, and Ray is .
very excited to be performing the
work.
Ray selected her recital pieces by
collaborating with her vocal teacher,
.
Dx, Theodor Duda. "It's a program
about contemplating our world
Beginning Friday at
Movies 10- -
Times arefor Friday through Sunday only
Major League 3 (PG-1- 3) 12:15,3:35,7:35 p.m..
Species 2 (R) 10:20 p.m. .
Lost In Space (PG-1- 3) 12:30,3:25,7:20,10:10 p.m.
The Big Hit (R) 12:10,2:25,4:40,10:05 p.m.
Paulie(PG) 12:05.2:15,4:35,7:50,10:15 p.m.
Titanic (PG-1- 3) ' 12:20, 4:30, 8:45 p.m.
Odd Couple H (PG-1- 3) 12:15,2:35,4:55,7:30, 10:00 p.m.
Mercury Rising (R) - 12:45. 3:30. 8:00, 10:30 p.m.
Scream 2 (R) 12:25, 3:15, 7:05. 9:55 p-i- n-
City of Angels (PG-1- 3) 12:00.2:30.5:00.7:45.10:25 p.m.
Object of My Affection (R) 1 2:35. 3:25. 7:20. 10: 10 p.m. .
Times arefor Monday through Thursday
Major League 3 (PG-1- 3) 4:10,7:35 p.m.
Species 2 (R) - 10:20 p.m.
Lost In Space (PG-1- 3)
.
4:00.7:20,10:10 p.m.
The Big Hit (R) 4:40, 7:15, 10:05 p.m
Paulie(PG) 4:45.7:50, 10:15 p.m.
Titanic (PG-1- 3) 4:30,8:45 p.m.
Odd Couple H (PG-1- 3) 4:35,7:30,10:00 p.m.
Mercury Rising (R) 4:25,8:00,10:30 p.m.
Scream 2 (R) 4:05, 7:05, 9:55 p.m.'
City of Angels (PG-1- 3) 4:30.7:45,10:25 p.m.
Object of My Affection (R) 4: 5, 7:00. 9:50 p.m.
Passes are not accepted for these films.
For complete listings any time, call 345-875- 5.
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rvay s reciiai a urop or guiueii sun
through expression," she stated'.
"It's the performer's job to commu-
nicate that expression to the audi-
ence. Ray also noted that the pieces
all deal with themes of heaven, an-
gels, and being true to one's self.
The second half of Ray's recital
will be held in July, and features
works by Copland, Vaughan Will-- n
iams andBizet.Though it
does not bear
quite the
same serious
theme as her upcoming recital, it
still has required a significant
amount of effort.
To prepare for her recitals, Ray
practices around four hours a week
with her accompanist, Toni Shreve,
and two hours a day on her own.
This is especially impressive, con-
sidering the special stamina
needed to sing for such long peri-
ods, and the fact that Ray must
ignore her illness as much as pos-
sible to sing.
' Ray's recital will begin at 4 p.m.,
and it is free to all students and die
public. Though she is enthusiastic
about her music, she especially
noted, "There will be cheesecake."
She also guarantees "that I will dress
welL" and encourages everyone to
come out and see her amazing attire.
Youth choir will :
perform on Sunday
Sunday morning,! April 26,
Curtis Gomez will bring his choir
of seventy New York City teen
agers to an open service at
Westminster Church in McGaw
Chapel. .
1 Son of Annetta Jefferson, re
tired director of the college the-
atre, Gomez has led this , choir,
from SL Joseph and Our Lady of
Pompeii Schools in Greewich
Village, for 17 years.' ' ' y --
.. A graduate of Manhattan
School of Music, Gomez has
trained his quite diverse young
choir, members in classical
church music, which they work
on before school begins. Their
annual appearance in Wooster of-
fers these very young New York
ers a chance to see Ohio and die
College, , All are invited to come
and hear them. . . : . v .
Wooster Outdoor Center,
Church CaAipV fa opening
forJnMirfd trTxi twined
mtrzitzcZlUgfcr.
4&r I : ... 1 tih re re-- "
TOOTS ; 3. Tcr ci z re izl : i flU-"- "
--fldn, cciact Nancy A-iejp- --m
at 333-2f3-- :r
"Mossier Out J jor Cental
46S4rteasatIUliRd,
Perrysvflles OH 44864,
V ' V',
' A&E
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Portrait ofan artist as a young turtle.
Kathy Ward
I am not likely to forget the first
time I came across a turtle. It was
an autumn day after school and I
was picking tomatoes in my family's
garden in Connecticut I saw the
box turtle crawling in the dead grass
clippings at the garden edge. I
picked up the turtle and held it in
my palm. When the baby turtle's
head and legs poked out from inside
the shell, it startled me and I dropped
it. I spent the rest of the day play-
ing with the turtle, putting it in a
small wading pool and trying to feed
it tomatoes.
.
As a junior, I did a research paper
on artist David Carroll, who loves
turtles. I saw this turtle with yellow
spots, and I just fell in love with this --
animal. I dedicated my life to wal-
lowing in his footsteps. Carroll was
trained as a painter, not a biologist,
but his studies have earned him sci-
entific recognition as one of the lead-
ing experts on die New England wet-- --
lands and one of the region's most
important voices for conservation.
I have sketched, painted, printed
and photographed turtles; it has be-
come my obsession. I need to un-
derstand what makes the turtle up
as a wholel Through my studies I
realized a common denominator in
my biological illustrations was the
splayed arms and legs of a turtle on
its back. For dissectionto take
place, a turtle is placed on Its back
and its arms, legs and head emerge
Photo by Amelia Lorenz
from its shell, and when drawn it
creates very powerful image. This
image represents death. Through
my studies, I realized that by hurt-
ing the environment and causing
changes in other species popula-
tions, the human species is also be-
ing threatened. This idea of our own
species' extinction if people con-
tinue abusing our environment is an
important issue to think about.
Extinction is a theme that I want
to come out in my work. Therefore,
the second image that has become
important in my work is the combi-
nation of the male and female re-
productive systems. I want the
viewer to think about the possible
extinction of the species and to ques-
tion sexual identity. If through hu-
man action the earth's temperature
rises or drops, that affects an entire
species.
I also created a series of gradu-
ally changing images. It is my hope
that through these images the viewer
will become supportive of scientific
studies generating essential data
about the endangered species and
their habitats, and to actually change
their own behavior in order to pre-
serve life as we know it.
It is my intention to donate pieces
of my work to the Environmental
Learning Center at Holcomb Farm,
where I worked this past summer. I
hope that through my exhibition this
message of instruction and aware-
ness of the preciousness of the en-
vironment is evident to the viewer. '
I
a o. ueieating
golf poweilike
Otterbein it Jp John
Carroll, rfrJScots
have theieyes on
the conference
championship May
1 and 2.
First theigcots
will haveibusy
weekendi. the
--regular ason
'.winds dq-- On
Friday arf atur-da- y,
the Su f willtravel tpDhio
Wesleyan, and Sun-
day and Monday
the Scots will play
in the Otterbein
Cardinal : Spring
Classic. i$
'This wejgkend,
amidst dreary and
wet weather,
Balcken and the
Scots took control
of the tournament at
the Wooster Coun-
try Club. Also with
strong perfor
mances were Jeff Nick Balcken '01 chips onto the green Saturday.
Nimeh '98, shoot -
ing a 74 'and an 80 and Dave
Winpisinger '98 firing a 76 and an
80. It was the first time the Scots
captured their own tournament
since 1984.
Balcken's landmark perfor-
mance marks the first time a Scot
was the tournament
Photo by Matt Dilyard
medalist since 1988 Balcken was the tournament medalist, firing a 74
ZoT STeViSe?entk anda76' Defeating golfpowers like Otterbein an
John the Scots have theirWhen the finals Carroll, eyes on the
were tallied, the conference championship May 1 and 2.
Scots finished with ;
624 strokes, Otterbein was second
with 636, and DePauw was third
with 641 strokes.
In the last four tournaments, the
Scots have finished tied for first
at the Kenyon Invitational fin-
ished second due to the tie-
breaker, second at the Denison
Invitational, first at the Heidel- -
host to the Conference Tourna-
ment, making last weekend's vic-
tory more important. By decimat-
ing the competition this weekend,
the Scots sent a Herculean mes-
sage to the rest of the NCAC.
Moreover, by defeating
Otterbein and John Carroll, who
started the season ranked highly
Nimeh grab-
bing Honor-
able Mention
All-Americ- an
honors.
The Scots re-
cent improve-
ment has been
due to the marked improvement of
individuals. Nimeh has improved
on last year's numbers, dropping his
scoring average almost a complete
stroke. Seib's strong showing in the
conference tournament last year
landed him on the all-confere- nce
team, and he con-
tinues, to just get
better.
Seib has dropped
his scoring average
by half a stroke.
Winpisinger has
also improved on his already im-
pressive scoring average, dropping
it over two and a half strokes per
round.
This weekend, the Scots plan to
travel to Ohio Wesleyan and
Otterbein for two important tour-
naments before the NCAC
r
...
i
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Scot golfers first at Woo invite
Balcken wins invite as Scots win second tourney in row
James AlIardice
After wnpg two consecutive
tournaments', the Scot golf team is
now considered to be among the
strongest Division
III teams jrjr'Ohio.
Last weela&&, led
by Nick thicken
--
'01, the Scats ran
away wjtj? the
- Wooster Ojita-tiona- l,
wining by
an imprejjje 12
strokes.
- Balcken was the
tourname ntOedal-is- t,
firing and
bergTiffin Classic and firsfat the
Wooster Invitational.
This stretch of four tournaments
marks the most impressive play by
the Scot golf team sinceJ1975
when they won the only NCAA
golf championship in school his-
tory. Head Coach Rich Danch,
two year veteran at the helm, has
his eyes on the Conference Cham-
pionship. '
On May 1 and 2, the Scots will
nationally, the Scots could be
looking beyond the NCAC Tour-
nament. Last year the Scots fin-
ished a surprising second in the
NCAC tournament, setting high
expectations
for this year's
team because
w
they lost no
one to gradua-
tion. With sta-
bility of four
seniors and the
talented play
of freshman
Balcken, the
Scots look as
strong as ever.
Nimeh,
Winpisinger,
Steve King '98
and Adam
Seib '98 pro-
vide the Scots
will a group of
experienced
players.
Nimeh is
leading the
Scots with a
scoring aver
age of 77,
Winpisinger
78.1, Balcken
78.1, King
81.3, Pete Wil
son '00 82.
and Seib 82.3
Nimeh ' and
Seib finished
first team All
NCAC last
year, and
Thefina I days of
the sports zeppelin
LukeLindberg
Ryan Clark
So we have reached the cross-
roads in our journalistic careers. We
have come so far, achieved so much,
and insulted so many, that we now
must move on.
Yes, the time has come for your
old Sports Editor Luke and your
Assistant Sports Editor Ryan to take
the road less traveled. We will miss
the old days as we set out on our
journey towards greener pastures.
We will be cold, hungry and dressed
in rags as we walk the Earthjn
search of something more fulfilling.
Yes, the future looks dark for Mr.
Lindberg and Ms. Clark.
I can recall the first days of the
LindbergClark
anarchy in the
sports section. It
all began back in
the early days of
1997, after I took
over the sports
editor position
with fellow
sports junkie Joe
Allen '97, who
also happened to
be my R.A. at the
time. Oh, those
were the days.
Too lazy to read
our own articles
and too over
whelmed to
check spelling and use proper gram-
mar, Joe and I needed a scapegoat,
someone we could manipulate and
shape into our own sports spawn of
evil. Enter Ryan Clark, Voice copy
editor and genuinely unmotivated
newspaper staff writer.
Joe and I had found our new part-
ner in crime. Reluctantly, Ryan took
the assistant sports editor job, cor-
recting grammar and spelling in ar-
ticles and really doing all the stuff
that Joe and I refused to do. While
Ryan was reading and editing, Joe
and I were usually up to our ankles
in Mom's cheese sticks and pizza
and arguing over whether we should
play Led Zeppelin U or Houses of
the Holy on the CD player. Those
were the days.
Joe and I had achieved everything
we had ever hoped for. A glamor-
ous position and no work to accom-
pany it We were on top of the world.
We didn't have the women, we
didn't have the glory, but we did
make a nice living out of apathy.
So Joe eventually graduated last
spring, and Ryan and I were left
without our leader, the man who had
taken us through the woods and
taught us all there was to know about .
mediocrity. What were we to do?
Would it be possible to improve the
section for the next year? Could we
possibly reach new journalistic
lows? I later proved we could (see
my fishing issue that was printed
Sept. 1 1 of this year).
Anyway, Ryan and I bit the bullet
and headed into the unknown. Be-
fore we knew it we had said our
summer good-by- es and parted ways.
The Voice was the last thing on ei-
ther of our minds (although that is
usually the case). So anyway, the
summer was over before we knew
it. The fall sports season was upon
us. We were knee deep in journalis-
tic peril.
We managed to find a football
writer, a young lad who was decent
at best but a high roller with the la-
dies. He put together a good year
and Ryan and I
Photo courtesy of Ryan Clark
The editors reflect --on the good times
were pretty
pleased. How-
ever, some other
sports posed
other, larger
problems. Cross
country was one.
We had no writer
and Ryan and I
were not pleased
with our personal
additions to the
cross country
beat
One day, how-
ever, our prayers
--were answered.
. We got a call one
day from someone interested in the
job. Thank heavens! With that ob-
stacle out of our way, we treaded on.
We hurdled the fall and moved on
through the winter and spring.
In the. spring, Ryan and I looked
on to next year. Did we really want
to return for a dreaded third year in
a row on the sportsbeat? Before our
questions could beanswered, Ryan
was convicted ofhwrder and ...No
really, I was nametlFeatures Editor
for next year and the streak had
ended.
What were we to do? Would the
dynamic duo be split apart? The
answer was no. Ryan and I have
committed to Features for next year
and we plan on running it in the
same slap-hap- py manner that sports
was run this year. It probably won't
be too interesting or journalistically!
correct, but it will damn sure be a
good time.
So Ryan and I officially an-
nounce our retirement from the
' sports section and now move on to
the exploits of the features section.
Those too traumatized by these
events can call the Voice office at
x2598 for counseling.
Flowers and money can be sent
to the LindbergClark foundation of
poor journalism.
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Fightine Scots eighth, Lady Scots fifth at All-Oh-io meet
Tracy Wilkes
The men's and women's track and
field teams traveled to Delaware,
Ohio last Saturday to compete in the
All-Oh- io Championship meet All
1 8 division three teams in Ohio were
present for the contest The host of
the meet, Ohio Wesleyan, was the
only NCAC school to beat Wooster
in the team standings.
Baldwin Wallace took the
women's team title with 134 points,
Mount Union was second (129),'
Ohio Wesleyan was third (94), Ohio
Northern finished fourth (78.5), and
the Wooster women placed fifth
overall, scoring 58 points. Other
teams competing in the meet in-
cluded Wilmington, Muskingum,
AVittfnlvra Case Western RfcM-- v
University, Kenyon, Oberlin,
Denison, Otterbein, John Carroll,
Heidelberg, Hiram, Defiance and
Bluffton.
Outstanding performances on the
women's side came from Annie
Gillespie '98 and Justifta Williams
Club sports rise to the occasion
WWW WW -- - W ' mbopball team andpisbee squad getgoing on campus
Luke Lindberg
This year, as opposed to many in
the past here at The College of
Wooster, the Fighting Scot athletic
department has expanded to include
club teams in both ultimate frisbee
and softball. Softball, which is be-
ing offered to the NCAC as a var-
sity sport, is being tested out by
Wooster as a club sport to determine
if enough interest exists to support
a varsity squad.
The opening of the club softball
program has come right on the heels
of the present success of the men's
club volleyball team, who posted
another strong season this past yean
Receiving funding from Campus
Council, the club volleyball team
excelled in the athletic regard while
also paving the way for future club
sports to come.
According to club volleyball
member Mike Suszter '00, "We only
practice a couple times a week and
the time commitment isn't as great
as that of a varsity sport"
Suszter's comments exemplify
what the club system is all about.
For athletes who don't have the time
to compete in regular varsity prac
FREE Tire Rotation with $19.95 Oil Change
CC2VHANY
60 Yean of Combined Experience
FREE DIAGNOSIS
BMW, SAAB, VOLVO, AUDI, HONDA.
Fnr-;- r" rmr Foreign to ill
TOYOTA,
---
--
NISSAN, VW
vx 20 Discount on Parts with
'01. Gillespie qualified provision-
ally for Nationals in the 400m
hurdles, completing the race in a
personal best time of 64.22 seconds
and earning the first place title.
. Williams performed very well in the
jumping events, placing second in
the triple jump with a distance of 34'
6.25" and fourth in the
long jump, covering 16' For the
4." Williams also earned to make
the NCAC field per-
former and theof the week award
with her jumps. qualifying
Other notable perfor-
mances
meet in
came from Emily
Gorka '99, Beth Huffman '00 and
Tracy Wilkes '99, who each took
third in their events. Gorka finished
the 5000m distance race in a time
of 18:51.6, Huffman ran the 1500m
race in a time of 4:52.2, and Wilkes
threw the shot put a personal best
of 38' 3.. Sandy Tecklenburg '01
not only ran to a seventh place fin-
ish in the 800m run (2:29.7) but also
finished the 1500m race in eighth
place with a time of 5:01.0.
tices .and games, and for athletes
who are interested in sports that
aren't offered on Wooster's varsity
level, the club level is an excellent
avenue of participation.
The club softball team, which has
just sprung up this past year, exem- -
plifies the ups and downs of sports
on the club level. Still in the early
stages of development, the girls'
squad, led primarily by first-yea- r.,
students, is experiencing the grow-
ing pains of a new program..
Issues such as transportation and
uniforms are a big deal when you're
just trying to get going. However,
the school has promised a varsity
squad the next year or the year af-
terwards.
Only three upperclassmen are a
part of this new feature of Wooster '
athletics. They practice out at Galpin : of
Field three times a week and have
played a number of games versus
some familiar names.
They dropped a 2-- 0 loss to
Denison and have games Friday ver-
sus Kenyon and Muskingum.
A tournament at Kent State will
follow. According to team members,
it is a lot of work. Coordinating the
whole process without a lot of help
on
Foreign & Domestic
Car Sales A Service
If' Open fa
Located 18 mile c ..i of
McDonalds on Rte 30
FenaoU. Schaficr's. 3255 Lincoln Way Easl
.Quaker Scate.
'.Wooster, OhioKndaU. CuaaL lt i ia J EWblTi Hod.
vanoiine, Mieu
Student, Staff or Faculty I.D.
Krystal Mohn '99 was another top
performer for the Lady Scots, plac-
ing fourth in the 100m hurdles in a
time of 16.65 seconds. Melissa
Eging '98 topped off the team score
with an eighth place finish in the
100m dash (13.4) and helping the
4x100m (50.66) and 4x400m
;
men, Reggie Ray '00 continueq
his mark in both the 100m dash
200m dash, placing second and
provisionally for the national
each ofthe events.
(4:13.94) relay teams to sixth and
seventh place finishes, respectively.
The other members of the 4x100
relay team included Mohn, Gillespie
and Mia Rapier '00. The 4x400m
relay team included Gillespie, Ra-
pier and Heidi Buffington '00.
On. the men's side, Mount Union
took the team title, scoring an out-
standing 174 points, while Ohio
Northern took second (104.5),
Baldwin Wallace was third (66),
from the school has not been easy.
Each road trip requires three cars,
and that includes shoviqeall the
softball team equipment in the cars
with the players.
Clearly, the softball team show-
cases the growing pains of a new
sport here at Wooster. With a little
push and some more interest, how-
ever, the softball program could
grow into a competitive varsity sport
here at the College.
The ultimate frisbee squad show-
cases another similar situation here
on campus. The squad practices
similarly to the softball club team,
and often has to battle the softball
squad for room to practice on the
Galpin Field.
Theteam recently had tryouts and
had a scheduled match on the day
registration that had to be can-
celled because of team members'
time commitments. The frisbee team
also shows off the type of growing
pains mat the softball team has gone
through as well.
But although these club sports are
still in the early stages of develop-
ment, if proper attention is given to
both sports, there is no reason why
they can't excel and become suc-
cessful extracurricular events here
campus, t
Want to join the fall
sports writing team?
.
If so, contact Jamie
Allardice at the
Voice office atx2598
Heidelberg was fourth (65),
Otterfcein finished fifth (57),
Muskingum, sixth (55), Ohio
Wesleyan seventh (49.5), and the
Scots finished eighth (39) in the
pack Of 18.
.
Fofjthe men, Reggie Ray '00
continued to make his mark in
both the 100m dash and
the 200m dash, placing
second and qualifying
provisionally for the
national meet in each of
the events. Ray covered
100 meters in 10.69 sec- -
V onds and ran the 200
meterdistance in 21.81 seconds.
Ray wfts also a part of the 4x1 00m
relay team which, with the help of
Damian Dollard '98, Tim Sir Louis
'00 and Ian Lauer '00 finished fifth
in 43.1-- 1 seconds.
Sir Louis clinched a second place
in the pole vault with a season high
15' jump. An unfortunate injury
prevented him from being able to
clear the next height. Sir Louis Vas
only four and a half inches away
,
;
Fighting Scot Baseball
from qualifying for the national "
meet and setting a new school 'j'
record. He is expectedJick in timejt
for the conference himpionshipi.
meet, which certain l be excit-'- ?
ing to watch.
In the other fielcrjfttents, Jody 'Jh
Price '00 ended up sijgt in the shot
put with a personal bfftitoss of 45 '
r
9.75," and Kip SmitlT&l was sev--:
enth in the javelin (Jjtf 7").
Scott Walker '98 tto the 400m
hurdles in 57.35 seSnds and fin-
ished seventh amjg the men
while teammates Andrew Dawson
'99 and Brendan lvJcCabe:'99
completed the 1500j&fun in times
of 3:58.1 (sixth)nd 4:06.2
(eighth), respectiveljH
The Scots and LadyJcots are ex-
pected to make an impressive mark
attheNCACChamproaishipmeetin"'
(jwo weeks. They wmbe traveling' '
to John Carroll this Eriday for one; :
more contest to prepare for the fi- -
nal meet of the seasofi. 1
1 Good luck to all the women and"
men on the team! '
;
.1 1
.
The Scots improved their conference record to 12-- 0 and their overall
record to 30-- 3 after defeating Oberlin and Case Western Reserve this
past week. The Scots face Baldwin Wallace and Mount Union this week. .
7::'-:-:'- ; " -- . ; ' ; ,' -- ; .
Fighting Scot Lacrosse '.:: .v . , -
The Scots now stand at 1- -3 in the NCAC after losing to-Oberl- in and
Kenyon last week. Wooster will host
urday. , '
Lady Scot Lacrosse a' .
The Lady Scots will complete the regular season this jpveekend at
Wittenberg. The team currently stands at 6-- 8 overall and 2-- 4 in the
NCAC , V--
"'
Fighting Scot.Tennis " v , ' . .1
The Scots swept Case Western Reserve 7--0 this past weekixit lost
rival Kenyon. The team now stands at 2-- 2 in the NCAC a&S will host
Denison on Thursday.
.( '- -' - r ,
Lady Scot Tennis ' v ' ' r
The Lady Scots lost to Allegheny last weekend 5-- 4. The --team now
stands at 1-3- -1 in the NCAC On Saturday, the Lady&cou face
Wittenberg in the last dual conference match of the season. ' : ' "' '
FiGirrriG CcotTicx- - : ' '.; . - 7
The Scots placed eighth at the
1 ' -
weekend. This weekend the Scots face John CarroIL ;
Lady Scot Track I' '' r ' ' w
The Lady Scots placed fifth at the All-Oh- io Championship meet Annie .
Gillespie '98 qualified for the national meet in the 400 intermediate
hurdles and also set a personal best
Fighting Scot Goup v 4 :.
The Scots won the Wooster Parlor-Ban- k One Invitational last' week-
end. This weekend the Scots will compete at the OWU Strimer Invita-
tional and next week at the Otterbein Cardinal Spring Classic, '-- .
t
n
conference rival Denijfon this Sat
-
t
Championship mrct this past
time; ;
i
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Fighting
Scot
Lacrosse
Kathy Ward
The men's lacrosse team has had
a really tough season this year but
they are not letting it get them down.
The Scots lbst their last home game
to St Vincent's 9-- 8 on Sunday in a
very close match. Nate Beachler '98
tied the game up in the last quarter,
but the St Vincent's offense scored
the winning goal with only 30 sec-
onds left in the game.
Defender Jeff Bumiller '98 tries
to remain optimistic about the sea-
son. "It is tough being a defender
when the team has lost so many
close games." Bumiller is joined by
Dan Furlong '98, Jason Godwin '00
and goalie Collin Johnson '0 1 on the
defensive end. These four players
have continually showed strength
throughout the season despite the
numerous injuries and illnesses the
team has experienced.
The Scots' offense improved in
this game led by returning player
Chris Lee '98. Lee had four goals
against St Vincent's and is looking
forward to the final two games. Lee
came back from a serious knee in-
jury that took him out of play for
two weeks.
Andy Krause, the head athletic
trainer for the lacrosse team, real- - 1
izes that injuries are going to hap-
pen in this sport, since it is a full
contact game. Krause is pleased
that, despite the beginning of the
season, when the team was strug-
gling to stay healthy, this past week
everyone has gotten back to full go.
Krause credits the players for this,
as well as the student trainers. Chad
Zimmerman, Mark Unroe and
Kevin Brown have done a great job
traveling with the team and concen-
trating on initial injury management.
With everyone back and ready to
play, Bumiller sees the team at a
building off point "We are going to
build off our last game and finish
strong in these final two."
Good luck to men's lacrosse
team as they take on Denison this
weekend.
Classified
Help Wanted: Men
Women earn $375 weekly
processing assembling
Medical I.D. Cards at
home. Immediate open-
ings, your local area.
Experience unnecessary,
will train. Call Medicard
1-541-3-
86-5290 Ext. 118
Fighting
Once considered
I r
a'
.
Shane FUnner'OO warmed up during
SARAH FENSKE SO .'
For an odd reason, someone -
was under the impression that
Case Western Reserve might
actually be a challenge. Coach '
JTim Pettorini speculated that
they might be difficult to beat:
"They took one of two from
Allegheny, and Allegheny has
'
traditionally been a good pro- -' 1
gram," he said last week, "Case 2
is doing well. They definitely -
have our attention." ; . : , -- . .
So they had pur attention, so
they kept our attention for about
two minutes as we clobbered
them 8--2 and 20-- 2. They do not
have our attention anymore.- - "
But it .didn't always look so
easy. After winning game one
32oice
difficult, this match
"fr. ..
. .
.
-
- Photo by Matt Duvard
the dual wins aver Allegheny. r'. - -
handily, the Scots found them-- :
selves down for the count during
game two. Case scored a run right
away in the first Dff Drew
Binkowski; '00 and scored one
more in the second, putting them
up 2-- 0. i-"- V ' f'-S'O-''---;
V-- ? Wooster's bats were unusually
-- quiet, as Case's Borto held them
scoreless through the fourth. In
the fifth, the Scots scored one but
still trailed, 2-- 1. ?t, T:
,t The seventh inning, however,"
took a close game and transformed
it to baseball, Scot-styl-e. With one
out, Brian Kinney 00 reached on '
an error by the leftfielder. Chris
Mihin '99 doubled him to third,
and Brfifc Claypool's 99 sprint to
first after an error from the catcher
on a strikeout loaded the bases for
split with a win and a loss against
Allegheny and Mercyhurst. Al-
though the team started out slower
than usual against Allegheny, the
women's lacrosse team was. able ,
to come back in the second half
and improve their game.
,
The game with Mercyhurst was
'
also a close match. . Wooster
dropped the game by the final of
8-- 7. After jumping out to a 2--0
lead, the Scots would see-sa- w
with Mercyhurst until eventually
succumbing.
DiFabrizio would score at the
12:50 mark to make the score 8-- 7
in favor of Mercyhurst, but the
2621 Christmas Run Blvd.
Wooster, Ohio 44691.
(330)262-910- 4
Attention Seniors
Amidst the graduation
-up turns into a Fighting Scot blow-o- ut
Trevor Urban 99.
.
' The table was set, and with his
: team-leadi- ng 44 RBIs, Urban is
- hardly the man to let an opportu-
nity go by, Urban cranked one
over the fence, the grand slam put-
ting Wboster back in the game and
back on top, 5-- 2. '
:' The team scored another before
Case took the hint and yanked their
: starter; the Scots rocked the unfor- -
' tunate closer for two more runs be--"
fore they let him get the last two
' outsT Case couldn't mount that kind
of comeback in the bottom of the
- inning, and Wooster took the game,
8-- 2, on a complete game from
Binkowski, who gave up eight hits
and struck oofnine. Binkowski low-
ered bis ERA to 3. 16 and improved
his record to 5--0. - C ; A V
- As good as Binkowski continues '
to be, Dan Van Dyke '98 still has
a lower ERA; boasting an impres-
sive 2.91. Van Dyke pitched the
first game, against Case, a 20--2
blowout that Wooster blew wide
open as early as the second, scorn-
ing seven in the first two innings !
and three more in the .third. .
To add insult to injury, the Scots "
piled on a seven run seventh in-
ning, the product of a grand slam
from Ben Maibach 00. Van Dyke',
gave up two gopher balls, one each ,
in the second and third, and
pitched six innings for the win. ' -
The entire team seems on fire.
Scots would crawl no closer.
Jeanine Edmonds '99 played a
strong game. "The season has
been a learning experience for us
as individuals and as a team," she
said. "Despite the closeness of the
game and the loss, we are looking
toward our next win."
. Wooster is .now 7-6- -1 overall
and stands at 1-- 3-1 in the very
competitive NCAC.
Want to see the
Rolling Stones in
Toronto?
I can't go, but that does
NOT MEAN THAT YOU AND
TWO FRIENDS CAN'T TAKE MY
TICKETS AND GO YOURSELVES.
Sunday April 26 at the
Skydome.
Matchbox 20 opens.
Call Luke at x4270.
Ticket prices are Cheap!!
Lady Scot LAX loses to Denison
Women drop conference match, face Wittenberg next iveek
Kathy Ward
,
Wooster's women's lacrosse
team had a strong game against
Denison this past Thursday despite
losing the game by thefinal of 21-- 8.
It was a close game with both
teams working hard. The Lady
Scots really stepped up on-th- e
game with their speed and level of
skill.
Jaime DjFabrizjo '98. has been
pleased with the team's play
throughout the season. "We im-
prove with each game and we have
been stepping up as a team." ,
This' past weekend, the Scots
1 ""J ifi Bast
festivities, don't forget Mom this Mothers Day (May z
Let us help you create a special gift for her. PARENTS:
We also have the perfect gift for your graduating senior.
Call us today at 330-262-- 91 04 and let us take care of
your gift giving needs.
Thursday, April 23, 1998
In game one alone, Maibach
had four RBIs, Urban "and
Mihin three, and Mike Morris
'99, Jim Bartlett '98 and Ryan
Pedley '99 each picked up two,
Pedley on his first homer and
first ever extra-bas- e hit while at
Wooster. Travis Snyder 99
also went 4-for- -4, walking
twice and scoring three times.
Kinney leads the team with a
r..471 batting average, but he is
: closely tailed by Mihin (.458). 5
Urban 1.437), and Snyder.
' (.419), The team batting aver-
age is .387. ; ' -t- -This week, all those bats
. should come in handy, as the
schedule is full. Today the
Scots travel to Baldwin Wallace!.
. and tomorrow to Walsh. Satur-
day, they will host Wittenberg
for a douhleheader beginning at --
.
1 p.m., followed by Mount
Union on Sunday at the same
time and Ohio Dominican at 4
p--m. Tuesday, r c :
Pettorini will have to look to
continued success at the plate ,
and good starts from all of his
staff, since the quantity of the
games will force him to move :
beyond just Van Dyke and
BinkowskL'," ::'S:'0-'---
S
", The Scots have now won 18 .
in a row, and they are ar the top
of the NCAC with a 12-- 0
record.":. . - -- : -
9
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I Fighting
Scot
Athlete of
the Week
Photo Courtesy News Services
Name: Chris Lee
Year: Senior
Sport: Lacrosse
Major: Political Science
Hometown: Huntington, N.Y.
High School: Walt Whitman
Your Fighting Scot Athlete of the
Week is Chris Lee, a senior attacker
on the Fighting Scot lacrosse team.'
A two-tim- e all-NCA- C selection,
Chris has fought injury this season
and has just returned this past week
from a knee injury that had him miss
the better part of the past two weeks.
Last season, Lee was the team's
top scorer and finished fourth in the
conference in scoring overall. He
finished with 37 goals and 25 assists
in the '97 season, which totaled into
62 overall points.
Coming into the season, Lee had
registered 65 goals. Having another.
strong year this season, Lee has cer-
tainly added to that total. So far this
season, Lee has registered 17-goa- ls
and two ' assists.' He has accom-
plished all this even though he
missed a good number of games. :
Against St Vincent's during one
of the Fighting Scots last home
matches of the year, Lee registered
four goals in an 8--7 setback. - - -
This week,1 the Scots stand at 3-- 11
overall and 1- -3 in the NCAC
Wooster faces Denison at Carl Dale
Memorial Field this Saturday and
then tackles Kenyon next week.
Matsos Family Restaurant
THC CUISINE THAT
INSPIRED SOOUTCSt
.
10 off all CO.W. student and
faculty until the year 3000 A.D.
VfaomcOU 44691 "
(330)24-10- 0 .
Great Desserts!
.
Lady Scot
Women drop close
Ryan Clark
This past weekend the women's
tennis team traveled to Allegheny
College in Meadville, Perm., to take
on the Gators. This conference
match against one of the Lady Scots' :
biggest rivals was close throughout,
but eventually Wooster fell to, the
Gators 5-- 4. -
The match started with doubles,
where Wooster won at the top posi-
tion. Sarah Ehle '01 and Kirsten
Shriver. 98 played a very close
match but managed to come out on
top, defeating the Allegheny pair 9-- 7.
Ehle and Shriver have been play--,
ing together since Sara Stonewater
Scot tennis 2
Wooster defeats Oberlin tirid Gators
Ryan Clark
' The Fighting Scot tennis team
pulled out a huge victory this past
Tuesday as the Scots beat Allegh-
eny 4-- 3 in an exciting and key
NCAC competition. The Wooster
win snapped the Gators' five match
winning streak, and continued the
momentum that the Scots obtained
in besting Oberlin 7-- 0 a day before.
Wooster
overcame The Wooster win snapped the
three losses Gators'five match winning streak
l'e am continued the momentum thatdo u b s
category as the Scots obtained in besting
Allegheny Oberlin 7--0 a day before.
bested all
three Scot doubles squads. At num-
ber one, Scots Bill Marcell '99 and
Matt Riva '99 lost 8-- 6 to Gators
Judd Santry and Ryan Zelling. At
number two, Erick Gale '99 and
Andy Sharp 99 suffered a setback,
and at number three doubles, Dave
Carney '99 and Matt Kuschnir '01
lost by the final of 8-- 4.
- After losing the point for
doubles, Wooster set their sites on
singles play. The Scots ended up
taking four of the six singles
matchesr as they won at second, s.
third, fourth, and sixth singles.
This was Wooster s second con-
secutive NCAC victory.
Riva, Gale, Sharp and Kuschnir
all won. All the matches were close
- to sio.eo
7
1 fuJ chd part tinie openings
. no exp. needed. : . .
conditions exist, must be 18
t ice
tennis narrowly loses to
battle to 'eastern rival Gators, set to recover next week
'01 was forced out of the lineup due
to a back injury. However, Shriver
and Ehle have proved to be a rela-
tively successful pair, compiling a
2-- 1 record in the past three
matches. Look for Stonewater to
return to the doubles lineup this
weekend. Although she has been
absent for nearly three weeks,
Stonewater has been practicing
and may be able to return to match
play action this week. At number
two and three doubles, the teams .
of Jessica Reinhart '99 and Ashley
Fisher '01, and Ryan Clark '00 and
Lindsay Techel '01 lost their
matches. At the completion of the
doubles --competition, Wooster
- 1 this week
arid Gale's victory was the day's
only two-s- et match.
Even Wodster's losses were close.
At number one. Bill Marcell just
lost, falling to his opponent 7-- 5, 2-- 6,
and 6-- 2. At number five, Paul
Wiley '01 lost by the final line of 3-- 6,
6-- 4, and 6-- 3.
The day before, Wooster cruised
past NCAC doormat Oberlin by the
final of 7-- 0. It wasn't very close.judging by
the score,
and Wooster
easily
cruised to .
their second
NCAC vic-
tory of the
season. This would start the role that
would continue into the Allegheny
match the following day.
This past weekend, Wooster;
dropped their second NCAC
match of the year by the final of
5-- 2. Although the final score
didn't really indicate it, the Fight-- '
ing Scots put up a good fight and
the match was a lot closer than the
score indicated. ' V"
This week, Wooster returns to ac
tion today as they face Denison at :
home at 3:30 p.m. On Monday,.
Wooster hosts Malone again in a
3:30 p.m. start Good luck to the
Scots as they head into NCAC tour-
nament play the following weekend
in Wittenberg. ; . '---
trailed Allegheny 2-- 1.
In the singles competition the
Lady Scots won at the number one,
two and six positions. At one
singles, Ehle defeated her opponent
handily in straight sets 6-- 1, 6-- 2..
Ehle's overall record is now even at
6-- 6. At two singles, team captain
Shriver continued on her three set
match streak. Shriver won trie first
set and lost a close second set.
Shriver then closed out the match in
the thirds et Overall, Shriver now
stands at 9-- 5. Wooster's other win
came from number six singles
player, Clark. Clark defeated her
opponent 6-- 4, 6-- 4. Clark's overall
record is now 9-- 2.
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clcJ V.zx. ci C.--Jo Hirers
Saturdays and Friday, June 13, 19, 20
7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Graduate students'must attend an additional session on
luly 3. 6:00 a.m.-- 1 2:00 p.m.
KsrJrzl Cress In CS9 ,
Fridays. June 19, 26 July I0
7:00 a.m. 7:00 p.m.
Saturday and Fridays. June 20; July 24. 3 1
'7:00 a.m. --7:0- 0' .m. .
crest ii3K3r3 nca VJCltlHCa
fMf f mm m mmmf fIral Im mmm Wm Umrmmmmt
Fridays and Saturday, July 10, 17. 18
. 7:00 a.m. - 7:00 rM.
' "Graduate students must attend an additional session on
luly 31,8:00 am.-12- &0 p.m.
EccSjf Kcza Crjcsrcst
Saturday - Friday, July 1 1 - 1 7
. 8:00 am. - 5:00 p.m.
Special fee. $770
., . .:v
. .
SrS dLrcrntro Scsrs dress
Tuesdays and Thursday, August 4. 6. M
7:00 am. -- 7:00 pm. . .
6
Mvieii J W h
Monday - Thursday, Aug. 10 - 13, 17 -- 20
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 pm.: '
: 3 undergraduate or graduate credit hours
Workshops are for 2 undergraduate or 2 graduate
credits each unless otherwise noted. There may also be
a special fee. Tifclea CCTt
call Kent State University's
College of Continuing Studies
at (330) 672-310- 0. - 1
Crmhmtt mmtmt mm tttmim mkUuom I
Sports
Page IS
Allegheny
The team now holds an overall
record of 7-6- -1. In the NCAC, the
Lady Scots hold a 1-- 3-1 record. In
two weeks, the team will travel to
Cleveland for the NCAC tourna-
ment. The tournament will be
played at Case Western Reserve
University. The team will spend the
: next' several days finishing up the
rest of the NCAC matches and prac-
ticing for the upcoming conference
tournament
This weekend the Lady Scots
travel to Wittenberg to take on the
Tigers and the Earlham Quakers in
a doubleheader. On Mondaythe
team travels to play Mount Union
in the last dual match of the season.
Field Workshops
W iHMln
LJ stats university
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